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FOREWORD 
When someone undertakes the task of solving a specific problem, it 
is essential that he have the proper tools. The tools used to examine 
the city of Newton are hopelessly inadequate. There is no central point 
for gathering information. Books written about this city are either so 
,, 
I 
II 
far out of date to render them useless or so scholarly as to be incompre-
I 
hensible and unint.eresting to junior and senior high school students. 
It is the a.uthor' s desire to · ... Tite an accurate, interesting, and 
see.rching social history of this "city of beautiful homes and gardens," 
which will prove suitable for the youth of this city to take pride in 
and fully comprehend. He feels that it is his professional duty to in-
teres t the students in Newton to discover the hidden ve~ues and impor-
t ant f actors which have led this community to become one of the cultural, 
intellectual, and educational focal points of the Boston area. He aims 
also to reveal the influential part it has played in the history of the 
state and of the nation. 
Too often history is a bore, a drudge to most students. The prin-
ciple cause of this dilemma is that history plays no realistic role in 
the life of our youth. It is necessary to make the student feel that 
history is a. part of his living experience. The educators must bring it 
into his li"D.ited scope of activity. 
The role of local history in this vast undertru{ing is a major one. 
-2-
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h 
the prominent educator and historian Henry Johnson has said: "Any lo-
cal past properly realized not only contributes in a general "ray to a 
feeling of reality in dealing with the larger past, but supolies specific 1) " 
elements for reconstructing the l arger pe.st." The author feels that 
these words alone are sufficient to justify his work, but there are many 
other important factors which equally justify a work of this sort. 
Tryon gives these reasons why a local history is so vital to the 
youth of a community. They are as folloliS: 
l. "Local history serves as the basis for the development of an in-
telligent and elevating local pride. 
2. Local history puts the pupil in touch w~th local political, so-
cial, and industrial development, and furnishes him vith the background 
knmdedge necessary to interpret them. 
3. Local history furnishes the pupil with illustrative material 
and aids him in securing an adequate understanding of national history. 11 
It should also be the aim and purpose of our teachers and civic 
leaders to imbue in our youth community pride and civic responsibility, 
which will make them good citizens in our democracy. Many problems of 
juvenile delinquency, such as destruction of private property, histori-
cal land.marks, and public buildings would be averted if vre could estab-
J/ 
lish this 'pride in our students. 
· 1/ Henry Johnson, Teachjm !21. Histo;o:, New York, Mae;\fillan, 1940, p. 164. 
y R. M. Tryon, "The Teaching of Local and State History," Elements of 
the Social Studies Program, Sixth Yearbook of the National Council for 
the Social Studies, Philadelphia, McKinley Publishing Company, 1936, 
p. 139. 
1 :J./ Edgar B. Wesley, Teachim the Social Studi_g§, Boston, Heath, 1942, J p. 81. 
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For those readers 1-rho feel so disposed after reading this social 
history, the author has included suggested activities for individuals 
and groups, which he hopes will further arouse the innate intellectual 
curiosity of the students for added research into "their" city. 
It is with these f actors in mind that the author has undertaken to 
write this brief social history of Newton, Massachusetts,with the hope 
that it "rill fulfill the objectives stated and spur the youth of Newton 
on to further accomplishments. 
Hay I take this moment to thank most graciously all those '1--Tho have 
aided me so greatly in gathering this information--The Nevrton Library 
Association, and especially Hr. Wooster; The Newton Police Department; 
The Newton Fire Department; Mr. Pillsbury of the Newton City Hall; The 
Newton Chamber of Commerce; The Newton School Department; The Newton 
Recreation Department; The Jackson Homestead, which has preserved so 
much historical data on Newton; and many other Ne"~onites too numerous 
to mention. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRDDUCTION 
1. The Founding 
It is al ways interesting to read how to..,ns were founded. The prob-
lem is usually complex because of the difficulty in ~etting sources to 
agree on who , Hhere, and why the to'\o.'D. was discovered. It we_s relieving 
to find that Newton has no such historical complexity. 
Plvmouth experiment.-- The city of Newton, composed of fifteen New 
England villages, is distinctly a Boston suburb, a place where most of 
the residences are single houses ~Qth ample grounds. Here where the 
large apart ment house is aL~ost unkno"'n,people can own their own homes. 
Ne;.rton, ho;.rever, has not always been this community of suburba....'>l dwell-
ings. 
In 1620 the Pilgrims came to Plymouth, Massachusetts, and found the 
first self-supporting settlement in America. This achievement '1-ras what 
practical men overseas had been waiting to he.ve demonstrated before 
starting another colony in the New World. The Plymouth experiment hav-
ing proved successful, the time was ripe for the larger undertaking. 
The leaders in the movement were prominent and influential English ~~ri-
tans 1-d th a folloHing of intelligent farmers, e-rtisans, and representa-
ti ves of every class in English life. This group 'lrTaS knitted together 
\ 
by religious, political, and economic ideals. 
The Charte_1:. -- A charter "ras secured from the king for the 
-5-
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j, Massachusetts Bay Company , a trading corporation Hith broad powers , on 
1: 
I, 
I 
II 
II 
I 
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!I 
li 
I' 
the basis of which a self-governing colony was established. The charter 
granted all the land between a line three miles north of the Merrimac 
1) 
River and an undetermined frontier extending 1.vesbrard to the Pacific • . 
Some of the neHcomers settled in Boston, where a fine harbor and 
good drinking vrater 1-rere e3:ppealing essentie.ls. Others sailed up the 
Charl es River to Cambridge and Watertown, malcing the settlements from 
which Newton sprang . Thus Ne-.rton began as a part of the great Puritan 
migration of the 1630's. Its territory was originally included in the 
Watertown grant but shortly afterwards passed to Cambridge. 
An interesting anecdote to this history of development is how the 
settlers acquired this land from the Indians. They were given the fol-
lm·ring instructions by the king before embarking on their journey: 
11If any of the salw.ges pretend right of inheritance to all or 
clllY pa.rt of the lands granted in our pe.ttent, wee pray you to en-
deavour to · purcha.s e their tytle, that <ree may avoyde the least 
scraple of intrusion. So the domain northward of the Charles was 
acquired from the indian queen the sqaw--Sachem. One of her pre-
quisites being a nevr coat each 1dnter as long s.s she lived. 112/ 11 
Ne..,:tqwn.-- Cambridge , settled in 1621 , was originally ce.lled the i 
New Town or Newtown. By 1634 these Newto1m people were cla'l1oring for 
more land and threatening to move to Connecticut. In order to keep them 
contented, they were given by Waterto~~ and Boston the territory now 
covered by Ne..,~on , Brighton, and Brookline. 
1/ J. R.. Prescott, Suburban Living at Its Best, Newton, Mass., 1936, 
P• ll. 
~/ M. F. Sweetser, Handbook of New~n, King Corporation, Boston , 1889, 
P• 23. 
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history of Newton is an honorable part of the history of Cambridge. 
This newly acquired area became known as Ca1·nbridge Village to distin-
guish it from Cambridge Town, the settled part of Cambridge around Har-
vard square. 
The narne "Cambridge Village" was retained until 1691, when it was 
changed qy petition of the inhabitants to Newtoh~. Seventy-five years 
later in 1766 Judge Abraham Fuller, the town clerk, on his own responsi-
bility cha~ed the name to Newton. 
2. The Settlers 
As one might well imagine, the social implications of this era were 
not too important. The settlers from the old world like any newcomers 
to a strange, barren land v.rere primarily concerned with economic sur-
vival. Erection of shelter, sowing of seeds, and care of the livestock 
were their primary objectives. 
Outstanding Familjes.-- Some of the outstanding families of the 
time Here the Fullers, J acksons, Hydes, and the vTards. The Fullers pro-
duced Newton's first mayor. It is interesting to note that even these 
300 odd years ago the first families that settled in this area were of 
the well-to-do. These men by special grants from the General Court 
amassed tremendous farms. A typical grant from the General Court was 
this one of April 1, 1634: "There is one thousand acres of land and a 
great pond (lviswall Pond) granted to John Haynes, Esq.; five hundred 
acres to Thomas Dudley, Esq.~ Another method of adding to the farms 
Boston, 1854, p. 20. 
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was buyin~ from another rich landowner. Jackson in his History of NeHton 
gives this account of a transaction: 11Dec~11ber 1658 Joseph Cook of' Cam-
bridge, to John Fuller, for 160 pounds 750 acres of land north and vrest 
I by Charles river, the winding part of the river west, east by Thomas 
1/ I 
park, and south by Samuel Shepards farm, being a straight line bet¥reen. "-
It is ve~ difficult for us in thes e complex times to project our-
selves back into that era when land was so plentiful and when one did 
not need a real estate agent and several lawyers to buy a piece of land. 
The process of buying land in the 1630's was simple as ·Here the rest of 
life's activities. 
Puritan life.-- The puritan life these pioneers led left little 
time for socializing. However, even if there were a few spare moments 
of relaxation, the distance and transportation difficulties kept the 
families pretty Hell isolated. Thus gre'-t up in their own homes a tightly 
knit unit, which became self-sufficient and socially self-contained. 
The kitchen soon became the central place for their social activities. 
Religiou~ life.-- The religious life of the early inhabitants of 
Ne..rton remained attached to Old Cambridge until 1664, ~·rhen they peti-
tioned the General Court for acquiescience in setting up their own house 
of worship. Until this time the families of New Cambridge were forced 
to travel many miles to church in Old Ca~bridge, and also they had to 
pay rates to help support the church. 
As might well be expected, the religious life of the early settlers 
played a major role in their social activity. Most of the functions of 
17 ..Qrl. cit., p. 27. 
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centered in and about the church. The established church 
a t the time, the only one that was allovred, was the Congregational. 
The church was also influential in the political life of these 
people, as one had to be a member 11 in good standing 11 to have voting 
rights in the community. All of its members were compelled to pa.y rates 
to support its upkeep . The church of New Cambridge invited as its first 
pastor the Reverend John Elliot, Jr., son of the famous John Elliot, who 
had been an itinerant preacher among the Indians. 
Influence of the Indians.-- Unlike many of the other co~munities in 
Massachusetts, New Cambridge had very little trouble with the Indians. 
By recognizing their claims to the lands and legally paying them for it, 
trouble was averted. Also the powerful, peripatetic John Elliot, who 
converted many of the Indians to Christianity, had much to do 1-d th the 
friendly relations between the Indians and the whites. HoHever, the fun-
damental reason why these communities along the Charles had little trou-
ble with the red men was that these tribes were by nature a friendly , 
non war-like people. 
After the first impediments to survival had been assuaged ?~d their 
life and customs firmly entrenched, the colonists of New Cambridge turned 
to road building and other new developments. The entrance of t his new 
• period 1-ras to bring into the life of New Cambridge po,>"erf'ul social 
forces which would threaten the puritan life of our forefathers. 
---·- ..= --ll-- c==== 
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Plan of the town of NE~~ON in 1700. 
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CHAPTER II 
EIGijTEENTH CENTURY EXPANSION 
1. Manufacturing 
During this era a few men saw an opportunity to profit from trade 
or manufacturing. As long as every farmer had his own forge or could 
use a neighbor's, a blacksmith's shop was not necessary; but with the in-
crease of population and the growth of trade and travel, smithies sprang 
up. As yet, there was no need for a general store in every village. 
Upper and Lo1-1er Falls.-- The existence of natural falls in the 
Charles River on the south side of Newton made the place a suitable loca-
tion for the erection of mills; consequently, both Upper and Lower Fal ls 
became centers of manufact,lring and indust!"'J about the turn of the cen-
tury. 
Not long after Drew put up his sawmill at Palmer Brook, John Clark 
of Brookline bought land at Upper Falls and built a dam and another saw~ 
mill. About 1708 Clark's sons joined in a partnership with Nathaniel 
Langley and Noah Parker and added to the former business a gristmill and 
a fulling mill. Here, after the cloth had been spun and woven on the 
farms, it was bleached by a process of hammering in earth and water. In 
1720 the business passed into the hands of Noah Parker, who for nearly 
half a century was the leading citizen of Upper Falls. 
While these enterprises were starting up the river, other experi-
ments were being tried two miles farther dmm stream. The first 
-11-
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manufacturing enterprise there was started by John Hubbard of Hoxbury. 
~nile the private enterprises were engaging the attention of cer-
tain individuals and hamlets, the town as a whole ,.ras learning to face 
its civic responsibilities. As the settlements increased in number it 
soon became necessary to provide schools for the children. The General 
Court in 1647 had adopted a rule that every town of 50 households should 
11 
provide a school where boys should learn to read and write. Schools 
were not open to the girls until 1789. 
2. Education 
Fir§t school house.-- It was not until 1699 that New~on voted to 
build its first school house, which was 16 feet ~ 14 feet in size. The 
town had great difficulty in deciding where to locate the school house, 
until Abraham Jackson gave an acre of land adjoining the cemetery on 
Centre Street. The first teacher was a farmer, John Staples. The fami-
lies had to pay for the schooling, which amounted to three pence for 
those who were learning to read and four pence for those who were study-
ing ~Titing and arithmetic. These studies formed the backbone of the 
curriculum, for they seemed very practical for community needs. 
School Committee.-- Instead of entrusting educational matters to a 
?:./ ..QQ. Cit., p. 239. 
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people of today reflect somewhat before condemning today's school system. I · 
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Until the middle of the eighteenth century, the provision for education 
left much to be desired. 
3 • Underprivileged 
Workhouse.-- A problem that early Newton faced, which most of us to-
day never knew existed, was what to do for the underprivileged and the 
physically incapacitated. Unfortunately, or possibly fortunately, which-
ever side of the fence you happen to be on, there was no government 
agency to take care of these people. The first method which the people 
used wa s to pass a vote in the town meeting that a collection should be 
taken for the poor of the parish at the annual Thanksgiving Day service. 
There were obvious weaknesses to this scheme, and soon the iP~enuity of 
the Newton people came up with a more concrete solution. In 1731 it was 
voted to build a workhouse. Five men were elected to be overseers of 
the poor, and for a number of years this system worked quite satisfacto-
rily. 
4. Roads 
A third need for which the towns had to provide ;.ras the laying of 
additional roads. In 1773 a committee of the selectmen v.'ith three 
others was appointed to settle and confirm the highways in town. loTi th 
this innocuous start new roads and bridges multiplied throughout the pe-
riod of the forties and fifties. In 1751 the chronicle quaintly ex-
pressed the laying of a new road in this manner; 
" •••• a new way was laid out through the Fuller farm, beginning 
at the house of Josiah Fuller, at a rock in said Fuller's fence, on 
the South side of the way, thenceto Cornet Fuller's land, widow 
I' 
I 
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Hannah Fuller, Joshua Fuller and over the brook called cheesecake 
brook, two rods wide, from said Josiah Fuller's easterly to said 
brook."l/ 
I. Two years later a new bridge nearly 100 feet long ~.;as completed 
li over the Charles River between Newton and Heston. Five years later New-
ton joined Walth&~ in constructing a bridge over the river, and after 
four more years had passed the town voted to build half of Kenrick's 
bridge over the Charles. 
The architectural structures of these ancient bridges are something 
to behold, although today there are only one or two remaining. One can 
get a very good insight into architectural designs and civil engineering 
techniques by studying these anachronistic structures, which stand out 
like a beacon light in this city of Newton. 
Also one can draw from this increased activity in road building 
that the neighboring towns of Newton were expanding and pushing their 
roads westward. Soon the towns of Watertown, Waltham, Newton, and Brook-
line were connected qy macadamized roads which were to withstand the on-
slaught of time well into the 1800's. 
5. Expansion of the Church 
Roxburv episode.-- As has already been stated before, the minister 
in the Puritan communities was the leading citizen in the town. He was 
the social and political mentor as well as the spiritual guide. Part of 
his due was paid in grain, as in the case of the Reverend Hobart, one of 
Newton's first and most famous pastors. 
1/ F. Jackson, History of Newton, Boston, 1854, p. 41. 
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Early in the eighteenth century several families living near the 
Roxbury line found it difficult to go so far to attend church in New~on. 
They appealed for release from ministerial taxes in order to attend the 
Roxbury house of worship. This appeal qy the citizens brought about the 
discussion of relocating the church in Newton to a more central spot. 
The General Court at this tL~e decided against relocating the church, 
and the citi zens were allowed to attend church in Roxbury. 
The successor of Nehemiah Hobart in 1714 Has John Cotton, great 
grandson of the famous John Cotton of early Boston years. He came from 
a long line of distinguished religious men, all graduates of Harvard 
College. The Reverend Cotton died a t an early age, and in 1757 the town 
after much discussion· (the appoint:-nent of a minister Has an i mporta.nt de-
1/ 
cision in those days) duly ordained and installed Mr. James Merriam• 
West Parish.-- It was during this man's ministry that the West Par-
ish wa s organized. For more than 100 years the Elliot church had been 
the only place of worship in Newton. Although West Parish was still 
l a rgely Congregational, it was a start in the direction of freedom of 
worship. It was to be some years, however, before another religious 
sect was to be successfully established in this staid New England town. 
In many of the outlying towns, however, the doctrine of Unitarianism was 
spreading, and the Baptist and Methodist teachings were being expounded. 
It was not until the l ate 1700's that the Baptist faith was allowed in 
the city of Newton. 
ll H. K. Howe, Tercentenary History _g_f Newton, 1630-1930, 1930, p. 48 • 
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6. Revolutionary Period 
Indian fighters.-- During the long period of peaceful development 
in the eighteenth century, Newton enjoyed immunity from war scares and 
escaped the attacks of the French and the Indians, which from time to 
time fell upon the frontier settlements. But some of her sons did not 
escape unscathed. Young men from Newton as elsewhere were attracted to 
I the frontier for adventure or for profit, and sometimes had brushes with 
I' the Indians. 
I The year 1690, for example, was marked qy raids at scattered points, 
including Portland, Maine. A relief expedition was sent out under com-
mand of Captain Noah viiswald, the son of Thomas Wiswald. During the en-
gagement Captain Wiswald and seventeen others were killed. 
French and lpdian War.- In the French and Indian vTar a number of 
II . 
I' 
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Newton men were engaged. Of these, the most distinguished were 11 •••• Sam-
uel Jenks, Lieutenant Timothy Jackson of the famous J ackson family, 
]} 
Colonel Ephraim Williams, the founder of Williams College." You can 
well imagine with what wide-eyed wonderment the youth of Nev~on listened 
I 
, entranced ~ the terrifying stories told qy these bold men. Many a fam-
I 
II 
ily hearth and many a social gathering 1-rere enlivened by the tales these 
men spun. 
Minute men.-- Newton people shared in the excitament of the pre-
revolutionary days when upon passage of the Stamp Act the town seQt in-
structions to its representative in the General Court, Abraham Fuller, 
- ,.-.- -- -11 S. F. S~i th, Histor..v of Ne•.;rton, Boston, 1880, p. 317. 
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declaring " •••• its dissatisfaction with the act of Parliament, and as-
1/ 
serting the rights of British subjects to a voice in taxation." 
After the Boston Tea Party of the sixteenth of December, 1773, the 
citizens of Newton in town meeting resolved that they would not submit 
to the tax on tee. . Such insolent to-.'ll acts as these provoked the Recon-
struction Acts , which in 1774 prohibited all town meetings. But the 
cord. 
War record.-- On the morning of the nineteenth of April , 1775, a 
shot from one of the fieldpieces at Ne1-rton Centre announced the march of 
the British on Lexington. Under Michael Jackson , all 250 pounds of him, 
they marched toward the scene of conflict. Two other companys frorn New-
ton, the West company commanded by Capt ain Arnariah Fuller and nlli~bering 
105, and the East company numbering 76 and commanded by Captain Jerimiah 
. 21 
Wiswall, ag e 72, joined the minute men. 
The town of Newton on the tenth of May, 1776, voted unanimously for 
a General Court proposal which stated: 
11Tha.t in case the honorable Continental Congress should for 
1/ F. J ackson, Histocr of Ne>rton, Boston, 1854, p . 178. 
2/ S. F. Smith, Histo:ry _9j' Newton, Boston, 1880, p . 334. 
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of the kingdom of Great Britain, whether the inhabitants of t his I 
to~m will solemnly engage with their lives and fortunes to support 
them. 111f 
It is greatly to the credit of towns like Newton that they did not 
shria~ from their responsibilities. · Out of a population of 1400, more 
than 400 men of NeHton had an active part in the war; and the town voted 
again and again to pay its obligations to its soldiers. 
ll 
'• 
In 1787 Judge Abraham Fuller represented Newton in the Constitu-
tional Convention. Later in the year the citizens cast their first votes 
for electors for the President and Vice-President. They chose Abraham I 
II 
'I Fuller and Nathaniel Gorham. 
Over a hundred years had passed bet~Veen the organization of the 
to~rn of Newton and the ratification of tl1e new Constitution of the 
United States. The Colony of Massachusetts Bay had become one of the 
il 
II thirteen to win independence from Great Britain. Like the rest of the 
II 
'I 
country, Newton paused to draw a breath before entering upon the next 
stage of development. The future was reasonably secure. But who was to 
say in 1787 that the next 100 years would find the to~m of Newton being 
called "The City of Newton"? 
}./ H. K. Rowe, Tercent~na:r:;z HistQ..cr of NewtQn, 1630-1930, 1930, p. 62. 
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CHAPTER III 
BROADENING HORIZONS 
1. National Consciousness 
Before the people of Newton had decided whether their interests 
were sufficiently close to keep their tovm unity, they had to consider 
their relations with communities outside. From the beginning Newton was 
connected intimately 1...'i th Cai-nbridge and l..Jatertown. Weston and Newton 
each had contributed part of the bridge over the Charles River. All the 
towns of the vicinity quite naturally found their focal point to be 
Boston, where f armer and tradesman, importer and manufacturer, met and 
exchanged goods and ideas to their mutual benefit. 
vlorcester Turnpik~.-- This de-nand for intercommunication, however, 
was not strong enough to melee the towns build their o'-m inter-to~m high-
\-rays, so private associations were left Hith the task of constructing 
these turnpikes. 
The \.Jorcester turnpike, which 'h'RS built in 1808 and which ran 
through Upper Falls, is an example of this situation, but it failed to 
pay for itself and soon the proprietors succeeded in getting the towns 
it ran through to take it over. One cannot, however, underestimate the 
importance of these turnpikes in serving the needs of transportation and 
communication during the days before the railroad. 
One might ask 'i:Thy they didn 1 t get the state to build the roads. 
But it must be remembered that the American state was still in its infancy. 
-19-
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Massachusetts' towns sent their delegates to the General Court, but their 
citizens were indifferent to the interests of the whole state now that 
the period of acute conflict with Great Britain was over. 
National unity.-- Still more difficult was the problam of cultivat-
ing a national feeling ·..rithin each sta te. A fringe of colonies along 
the Atlantic coas t had won their independence and had federated a s the 
United St ates of America ; ~t every sta te was jealous of its o'fn rights, 
a s the people of the towns were impatient of state interference. Not un-
til the Civil War (1861-1865) presented in concrete fonrr the issue of a 
national union was there a realization of the value of unity. A long 
process is that one of broadening the social horizon from the family to 
the neighborhood and then from the state to the nation. It had ta~en 
Europe many centuries to learn national values and loyalties; it was not 
surprising that it took European colonies in ~merica 80 years to form 
1' 
_I 
their federa t ion of states and then cement them into a nation . 
Thi s problem of local, state, and federal na.tionalism, each versus 
one another, has been a main thread in the history of our nation since 
its birth. It has probably caused more anxiety and unrest in our l and 
than any other p roblem. It is still a si gnificant force today,and one 
can venture to say tha t it will continue to be so in the future. To 
solve this problem Hould be to solve the ills of the world. 
The embargo.-- As Newton moved into the nineteenth century, changes 
\or ere a lready at work in na. tiona.l poll tics and in international relations. 
France was a t war with England, and American sympathies were with the na-
tion which had befriended the colonies in the Revolution. Jefferson's 
lf H. K. Rowe, ...:...::.~~==,J.. HistorY of Newton, 1630-1930, p. 91. 
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adoption of the policy of an embargo upon foreign trade, with the belief 
tha t America should remain isolated, brought the merchants of New England, 
including those of Ne\-rton, to their feet. They protested vigorously. 
The town records show that Newton like the good federalist tmm she was 
sent this protest to Congress: 
11 \.J'e are not immediately concerned in navigation, but as com-
merce is the great source through which we derive the means of our 
support, as the articles of our grol·tth, and manufacture are mostly 
exported to a foreign market, we are equally concerned in its wel-
fare with those whose resources are shipping; for a diminution in 
the value of every article of our grmrth, and an advance in price 
,, 
II I 
I 
of every kind of foreign produce a~d manufacture leave us a scanty I 
reliance on the bounties of nature for the comforts of life. We 
always have and still deem it our duty to obey the laws of our coun- jl 
try. But such is the unequal and oppressive operation of the em-
bargo, that we cannot believe that any real, truehearted American ~~~ 
can consider passive obedience and nonresistance a virtue. We there-
fore request that Congress will, without delay, remove this unwel-
come a.nd distressing measure. 111/ 
Whether this town protest had any visible effect upon Congress is 
debat able, but in 1809 the embargo was removed. We then drifted into 
the War of 1812. This war did not visibly affect the to>fn of Newton, 
thus we will pass lightly over it. Suffice it to say that Nevrton was 
against the war as was the whole state of Ha.ssachusetts. 
2. The Railroad 
'I 
The first station.-- The advent of the railroad ,.;as the main event I 
in the history of NeHton in the first half of the nineteenth century. A 
corporation known as the Boston and 1-lorcester Railroad was formed with 1: I' I 
the intention of constructing a line through 1-Ja.tertovm and Waltham, but I 
the opposition of those towns was so strenuous tha t it was decided to se- I 
cur e a right of way through the open country of Ne\.rton. The first 
1./ S. F. Smith, His:\1m:.y of Newtpn, Boston, 1880, p. 401. 
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April 16, 1834, the II station at Newton stood near Centre Street, and on 
II 
,, 
1: 
It is interesting to road was opened for traffic a s far a s West Newton. 
note that the first run was made from Boston to Newton in 39 minutes at 
a cost of 37 cents per p erson. Today a similar run is made in 12 min-
'' 11 
I utes at a cost of 25 cents per person. 
I Stage CQa~.-- In discussing transportation one must not forget to 
I 
II include the stagecoach. Early in the century before the railroa~ stages 
II were the primary means of transportation. One ran from Upper Falls to 
Boston t hrough Newton Centre. This gave connections with the trade cen-
ter fo r those Who were in business at the Falls. 
In the days of the stage coach the t avern was a place of great so-
cial importance for the townsfoll< as well as for the travelers. There 
they could hobnob with persons who Here driving through, enlarging their 
mental horizons and cementing friendships over a foaming berucer of ale 
or a glass of whiskey or rum. We shell s ee as the village expands that 
the t avern plays a significant role in the social life of the people of 
Newton, M~tssachusetts. The history of alcoholic beverag es is as much a 
part of our na tion's background as are our churches. Even though this 
11 might appear to be a horrendous statement to make, it can be substanti-
li a ted through historical f act. The ~merican people until the ur baniza-
11
1 
tion process t akes place are well known for the amount of alcoholic con-
11
! tents they imbibed in. It is one more example of a cultural trait which 
our forefathers have brought over from the old world. It has remained 
wit h us for some years. 
1/ H. K. Rowe, Tercentenaty Histoty of Newton, 1630-1930, p. 94. 
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3. Education 
The town gave too little attention to the social and intellectual 
needs of the young people . The farmers were prosperous, but they Here 
reluctant to· spend money for schools and libraries. They had no idea of 
the important need of play for the children and a~usement for the older 
boys and girls. Such events a s church socials, dancing, and theatre-
going were slo"~>r to gain recognition as proper things to do. The home 
was still the assembling place of parents and children. 
School "1-TB.rds.-- The nineteenth century brought about some improve-
ment in education. In 1808 the town 1-ras divided into school ~-rards by a 
committee appointed for that purpose. They decided upon dividing t he 
town into seven school wards and apportioned the sum of $800 fu~ong tha~. 
The division was as follmrs: 11"1-Test school ''ard, North school Hard, East 
school ward, South school Hard, South West school ward, Falls school 
1/ 
ward, and Centre school ward. 11 
By 1813 Newton was spending $1000 a year on the schools . But the 
conservatism of the town is evident from its reluctance to enlarge the 
curriculum. Seth Davis, who had come to Newton about 1800, was a 
teacher in the Nort h .West ward in 1810. He ventured to introduce geog-
raphy and map drawing into his schools. These innovations were reported 
in the homes of the pupils and caused so much excitement t ha t the town 
held a special meeting on the subject. After a heated discussion it was 
decided to a.dmi t map drawing. · 
EubliQ s~h6ols.-- By 1840 Ne"I-Tton had eleven public schools, and six 
1} S. F. Smith, Historv of NeHton, Boston, 1880, p. 438. 
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But it was to be 13 arduous years before the Newton High School was to 
be built. One should not gather from these statistics that NeHton's 
school system Has efficient. On the contrary, the citizens of Newton 
who were ambitious for their children had good reason to be impatient. 
Out of 48 schools in Middlesex Com1ty, Newton had the lo•<est percentage 
1/ 
of attendance, only 43 per cent. 
The normal school.-- Teachers at this time were poorly paid. Par-
ents were often critical and l acking in cooperation, and many sent their 
children to one of the private schools in town. However, a unique ex-
periment was possible in 1848 because of t he efforts of Horace Mann, the 
secr etar,r of the Massachusetts Board of Education. The state normal 
school was moved from Lexington to West Newton. An agreffinent was made 
by which a model school was formed with the best methods of instruction, 
and normal school pupils were aQ~itted to try the experiment of teaching 
as assistants of the master. This wonderful arrangement l a sted until 
the removal of the normal school to Framingham, where it is presently lo-
cated. 
The f ar reaching results of this nor:nal school on Newton's educa-
tional system are difficult to measure. However, the time was now evi-
dently drawing near when the old district system was destined to wane 
and when Ne1-:ton, like the neighboring city of Boston, must have its 
graded schools for the sake of a more orderly and perfect system of 
teaching. It must have its high school and gr&~~ar school to prepare 
H. K. Rowe, Tercentena:ry Riston .Qf Nevrton, 1630- 1930, p. 98. 
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boys for college and to give a broader education to those who were ambi-
r-
tious of more generous culture, but whose aim was only to be fitted for 
business and public life. The city of Ne1-rton was certainly growing in 
stature. 
This epochal event in the history of the Newton school sys tem took 
pl ace when a committee was appointed. They drew up a report which re-
sulted in the abolition of the district schools and the adoption of a 
1/ 
graded system in 1852. This committee also made recom:nendations for 
school improvements. Dr. Barneas Sears, successor of Horace Mann as sec-
retary of the Massachusetts Board of Education, was chairman of the com-
mittee. 
Committee report.-- The town at this time was spending $5,000 a 
year on 11 districts. The committee made redical suggestions. New 
schoolhouses were to be erected at Newton Centre and Ne~~onville, which 
should be l arger than the conventional one-story building, and the school 
year was to be lengthened to 42 weeks. 
No less important was the recommendation r egarding higher education. 
The state l aw required some method of high school instruction in tmms 
which had a population of as many as 4000, l::>ut it did not require a 
separate high school building. The committee in Ne;.rton felt that it was 
wise to t1y the experiment of organizing high school instruction first 
in the new grammar school a t Newton Centre. John I,T. Hunt, principal of 
the high school at Plymouth, was invited to assume the position as head 
of the high school depar~~ent in Newton, and to plan the studies so tha t 
1/ S. F. Smith, Histor.y~ Newto~, Boston, 1880, p. 445. 
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students might fit themselves for college. 1-·. ----I 
Sixty pupils were enrolled shortly and an assistant teacher was 
soon necessary. So pleased were the people of Ne<rton that they con-
tributed ~pOO for books and apparatus for the school. The new graded 
system in the Ne1-rton school system was equally satisfactory, more than 
900 pupils being enrolled. 
The high school.-- It was soon evident that a sir~le high school 
was necessary and preferable, so in 1859 the town voted for the con-
struction of a neH building at Ne1-rtonville, and in September the high 
school opened with 75 pupils. The principal was J. N. Beals. The first 
graduating class contained but four, all girls; however, soon the demand 
more than justified the e:x-pendi tures, for ~-t'i. thin ten years more than 150 
1) 
were in attenda . ..r1ce. The curriculu.rn was expanded and noH the citizens 
of NeHton could say with pride and assurance that their school was on a 
par with any other in the state. 
PrivP.te schools.-- In all f airness to the citizens of Newton in 
their bela ted and apathetic response to public schools, one must report 
tha t the number of private schools in NeH·ton in the early 1800's were 
numerous. But like all private schools, only a few could afford to go 
to them. 
Judge Fuller's private school was the first of these. At his death 
in 1794 he le:ft a legacy o:f 300 pounds for founding an a cademy in Newton. 
In 1832 the money was available, and Fuller academy was built on the cor-
ner of vlashington and Highland Streets in West Newton. 
1/ QQ.. cit., p. 447. 
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Another was the Rice school, founded by Marshal S. Rice, conducted 
~r--- --
,, 
principally for boys, a t Gibbs Plac e in Ne,,rton Centre. Two schools uere 
so successful as to become renowned throughout the United States. One :I II 
I 
of these uas Lasell Seminary, which opened its doors to girls at Aurburn- I 
dale in 1851. It is known today as Lasell Junior College. 
The Allen School.-- It was 3 years after the inauguration of Lasell 'I 
when Nathaniel T. Allen , who ha.d been the principal of the model school 
of the Normal school for 6 years, associated himself with the Reverend 
Cyrus Pierce in the establis~~ent of a new private school for both boy s 
and girls at \·Test Newton. It was knmm locally and nationally as the 
Allen School, and it contributed many new innovations to the field of 
1/ 
education. 
There were so many schools established in Nev.rton that it is virtu-
ally impossible to discus s all of them. Interspersed betveen the public 
and the private institutions were a number of religious schools and 
theological seminaries, the most noted of which is the Nev.rton Theologi-
cal Institute. 
4. The Churches 
While the school system was being transformed, the number of 
churches in Newton was r apidly multiplying . It vra s only natural with 
all these intellectual and aes thetic developments that the people would 
now t urn to their churches. The First Parish still retained its pres-
tige o.f antiquity and the presence of the town aristocracy. 
Eliot Church.-- However, 1d th the decade of the forties the village 
H. K. Rowe, Tercentenary History Qf Newton, 1630-1930, p. 141. 
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of Newton Corner began to stir. The promi se of more r apid growth en-
courag ed a. growing desire among some of the people for a church near 
home. The NeHton Corner people through a committee respectfully gave 
their reasons to t he mother church for wishing to rrorship elsewhere, and 
she gave them her blessing. On March, 1854, the corner s tone of the 
Eliot Church was laid. Thirty-one members were dismissed from the First 
Church, i ncluding some of the most prominent families in the town, such 
a s the J acksons and the Trowbridges. 
The creation of the Eliot Church encouraged other denominational 
groups to organize. In the decade of the Civil War, Baptist, Unitarian, 
Epi scopalian , and Methodist churches were formed. 
Unitarian Church.- Four years after the fom.e.tion of t he Eliot 
Church a t Newton Corner the West Newton Unitarian Church came into exist-
ence. Several prominent men in tha t village were sympat hetic ~~th the 
liberal ~ovement in religion which had pe~1eated Eastern Massachusetts. 
The strength of Unitarianism had been surpri s ing, but the real history 
of the Unitarian Church in Newton comes in a l a ter period. 
Grace EPiscoQal.-- As the Unitarian Church represented a liberal 
a ttitude in religion, so Grace Epi scopa.l Church stood for the ancient 
forms of worship and doctrine worshipped by the f a thers of t he Church of 
Engla.nd. In 1855 with t he generous assistance of Reverend John Greene, 
>Iho presently bec&.me their minister, the pP..rish ;.;as es t ablish9d in i-Test 
Newton . 
To some people in Newton neither orthodox nor Unitarian Congrega-
tionalism was satisfying . They liked bes t the more aggressivel y evan-
gelical type of Baptis t and Methodist denomination. These t wo denomf-
II 
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I nations had spread r apidly throughout the nation and now surpassed in I I . 
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numbers all other Protestant sects. 
Immanuel Baptist Church.-- In 1860 the present Ia~anuel Baptist 
Church w~s organi zed as the Ne~~on Corner Baptist Church. By 1864 the 
Hethodists were ready to begin their organization in Newton Corner. For 
several years they held their services in different halls, and it was 
not until 1869 a t a cost of $12,500 that they could dedfcate a chapel. 
Actually, though, the first Methodist church had been formed four years 
earlier in Ne>;rtonville Square. 
Two other churches were formed in Newtonville before Newton beca~e 
a city. The first of these was the Church of the New Jerusalem. It 
started in 1850, but it was not until 1869 that a chapel could be built. 
It was in 1872 that a Universalist Society was formed, and the next year 
a meetiilg house a t lvashington Park was constructed. 
As the other villages in Newton, such as Auburndale and Oak Hill, 
expanded in popul ation and in enterprise , more churches were est~.blished . 
But a s yet , the denominational background of the people '1-ras solidly uni-
form. Proteste~tism reigned in Newton. 
One cannot leave the discussion of church development in Newton 
without touching upon the Sunday school, ,.,.-hich had important educational 
as well as religious significance. 
\J Sunday school.-- Sunday schools became more numerous a£ter reli-
il gion ceased to be in the curriculu.~ of the public schools. In many 
cases, Sunday schools were organized before the organization of churches. 
The first school in Newton was started in 1816 Qy the women of the First 
Church. Sunday school a ttendance was s.nall in the first years, e_nd 
II 
·I 
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bibles, cards of merit, and even clothing were offered as inducements to 
attend. 
Avid interest in Sunday schools soon justified the organization in 
1838 of the Newton Sunday School Union. Six schools were constituent 
members, and William J ackson was the first president. 
While public school and Sunday school, church and seminary were 
thus cultiva ting the intellectual and religious life, business interests 
were multiplying, and the manufacturing villages were feeling the throbb-
ing pulse of the developing industries, which were giving New England the 
economic leadership of the young nation. 
5. Business 
~ Pettee.-- The foremost industrialist in New~on at this time 
II was Otis Pettee, >-rho had come to Newton to supervise the interests of 
II the Elliot Manufacturing Company. He soon branched out on his own and 
II 
began an iron foundry. The prosperity of the Pettee works was remark-
able. The handicaps which the industry labored under would h1we discour-
1 aged a less forceful individual. Until his death in 1853 Otis Pettee was 
II 
I one of the principal f actors in the development of Newton, especially in 
the villag e of Upper Falls. 
Rufus Ellis.-- The manager of the Newton Iron 1-Torks, Rufus Ellis, 
was similarly ambitious for himself. He bought land at Upper Falls on 
the Needham s ide of the river and constructed a mill with 3,000 spindles 
for the Heaving of cotton sheetings. Seven year s l ater he purchased t he 
proper~ of the Newton Iron Works. These two lines of industry kept the 
toHnspeople busy for many years. 
'I !i 
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One of the most terrible hardships these :nf~~~ industries had :~--rl -~ ---- --
face vas the constant danger of fire. Repeatedly these fires destroyed I 
valuable property. Industrial sites were razed to the ground, and soon 
the to;.rn was compelled to resolve methods to combat this peril. 
6. Fire Companies 
Fire wards.- After 1818 the to1m appointed fire we.rds as guardians 
of public property, and rewards were offered for the discove~r of incend-
iarism. But it was left to the selectmen to build engine houses as they 
pleased, and the town refused to provide land on which to build them. 
In the meantL'Ue, volunteer companies began to come into existence, "West 
Newton No. 23 in 1822, Eagle No. 6 a_t NeHton Centre in 1837, Mechanic 
No. 4 at Upper Falls in H~42, Nonantum. No. 5 at NeHton Corner the same 
]j 
year, and Empire No. 5 atNewton Corner in 1866. 11 
~ 1835 the town was willing to appropriate $1,000 for engine re-
pairs, and nfter the great Pettee fire, a sum of $600 was assigned to 
each of the villages of Upper Falls--Newton Centre, Newton Corner, and 
y 
\.Vest Newton-if' they would raise an a.ddi tional $200 for protection. 
Volunteer fire companies.-- The volunteer fire companies '.-Tere more 
than fire protection organizations. They vere also a means of social 
gathering, especially for the young ~en of the villag es. Often times 
friendly contests were held to s ee which were the superior fire compa-
nies. Much the same spirit prevailed a s in the rivalry betw-een baseball 
]:./ H. K. Rowe, Tercentena:r.y History .of lieutan, 1630-1930, p. 116. 
y H. H. Easterbrook, History .91. the Fire Department _gf Newton, Mass., 
Rollins Press, Boston, 1897, p. 18. 
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Obviously, such haphazard organizations B.S these volunteer fire 
companies were not sufficient protection for the needs of a gro>dng town 
like Newton, thus in 1843, by virtue of a petition of the business men 
I 
of Upper Falls, the tmm of Newton organized a modern fire · department. 
I 
7. The Ne~ton Free Library 
As the town was expanding in all directions, numerous fraternal, 
social, and religious clubs and associa tions sprang up . One of the most 
significant of these embryonic institutions was the Newton Free Library. 
The exact starting date is debatable and qui te impossible to pinpoint. 
However, it can be generally said that it evolved from a combina.tion of 
group and individual action to meet the needs of a dynamic and eA~ansive 
town .. 
Before the establish~ent of the Newton Free Library , several of the · 
villages had their 01~ subscription libraries . The Adelphian end Athena-
eum libraries were loca ted at West Newton . In 1859 a similar library 
associ ation was organized in Newton Centre, principally through the i.ni t i a- 11 
II 
tion of James T. Hyde. 
The founder of the library:. - The honor of actua.lly having sponsored 
a town library for the public must, however, go to the Newton Debating 
Society, which came into eYistence at Newton Corner because of the intel-
lectual interest of a number of persons in that village. Dr. Hitchcock, 
a leading member of the group and one of a committee charged with occa-
sional examina tions of the Harvard College Library, bec&~e dissatisfied 
with the lack of facilities in Newton. He expressed his feelings at the 
I 
,, 
t meeting of the ~o_c_i_e_t~, -a-n~- ;inally in-Harch , 1865, he -of_f_e~:d 
1/ 
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tion that a free library be organized for the whole town. II 
Library founded.-- The opportunity to erect a library building was 
offered to the NeHton Library Associa tion in Newton Centre; however, it 
declined, and the honor was passed to a new associa tion to be ca lled 
" N e"rton Free Library. 11 Through subscriptions and generous donations, 
I' 
I 
ground was finally broken on June 10, 1868. A tota l of $36 ,683 was col-
lected. In 1869 the Newton Free Library was orge.nized as a. holding com-
pe.ny. The library started with 7,254 volumes, many of which were very 
2/ 
generously donated by the villag e libra ries. The library returned 
this compliment in the future by opening up many brance libra ries in the 
various villages. 
8. The Civil War 
The author cannot clos e this chapter on the expansion of t he to"'rn 
without briefly discussing the prominent role that t h e Newton citizens 
played in the Civil "f..Jar . 
__Tilll resolution.-;... On the nineteenth of April , 1861, i..rnrnedia.tely af-
ter t he tidings of the firing on Fort Sumter rea ched Boston, the select-
men of Ne~·rton issued their warrant for a to"m meeting. At the meeting 
held in a ccordance with the above warrant, the following was resolved: 
11 Tha t the people of this town have the most perfect confidence ·I 
and trust in our present form of Government, tha t He have faith in 
the wisdom and pa triotism of its framers, and tha t, vithout distinc- ;j 
tion of party or party lines, in our heart of hearts \?e revere and 
love their v:lrtues and their memories. Ths cause of this Union is II 
1./ Ne-w-ton Fre~ Libra :t:Y, 1870-1951, p. 3. 
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our cause, and to its support, •rlith a firm reliance on the protec-
tion of Divine Providence, we pledge our lives, our fortunes and 
our sacred honor."l/ 
One will observe that this resolution 1ms a precise COQ~te~part to 
tha t passed by the fathers of Nevrton in the Revolutionary \far d8.ys. 
Newton'.§. contribuiio11.-- l·lhen President Lincoln called for the f irst 
volunteers , a military company was formed, and the tm·rn voted to equip 
it. A year and a half l ater New'"ton voted $40,000 for bounties for en-
listments . Later on the s electmen rTere authori zed to borrow, it being 
necessary, to extend help to the drafted men and their fa~lies. A total 
of $165,000 was voted during the war. The town was called upon for 
1,067 men as its quota , and it furnished 1,129. This is to say nothi1~ 
of the sacrifices and patriotic support t hat were given by the citizens y 
of Ne1-rton. 
V.lhen the war wa s completed and 1,000 Newtonians returned to their 
homes , an historic monument in t he new cemetery was erected to those •-rho 
had lost their lives preserving the nation. Once again, NeHton had 
wholeheartedly come to the support of the nation, determined to do its 
share in preserving this wonderful republic. 
l/ S. F. Smith , Hi s torv of Nei-lton, Boston, lSSO, p. 59S. 
2:../ H. K. Rowe , Tercent(;lnar:z Htstocr Q1: N~i,ton , 1630..,..1930, p. 162. 
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CHAPTER IV 
NE\.JTON BECOMES A CITY 
1. Newton Expands 
The rapid increase of popul ation created embarrassing problems for 
the town of Newton. It was leaping forward with the vigor of a pioneer 
settlement on the prairies . It -..ras outgro~dng its civic i neti tutions as 
a boy in his teens outgrows his clothes. From a little more than 5,000 
in 1850, t he population had increased to 12,825 according to the census 
of 1870, and within another five year s it was to reach 16,105 • 
.!h.§ north side.-- The village of Newton , better kno'm as "the Cor-
ner" to Newtonites, was still the focal point of t he town. It had a 
population of 4,336 according to t he state census of 1875. It had t he 
l ar gest church in town, t he most public halls, the most banks, t wo news-
papers, ::md the prestige of its ea.rly settlernent. Hest Ne>-rton was sec-
and in importance, boasting 3,199 people in the village. Newtonville 
was third among the villages Hith a popul ation of 2,283. Auburndale had 
11 
gro¥m to a villag e of 1,258 people. All these villages had t he advan-
t age of being on the main line of t he Boston and Worcester Railroad. 
The south side.--The south side of to'"m played its part in t he 
general progress, but the r ailroad service was so poor a s to ret ard t he 
gro~Vth of population. The Charles River Railroad had been opened in 
1852, making the stag es from Upper Falls to BOston unnecessa~. The 
1/ H. K. Rowe, Tercentenar.z Histoty of Newton, 1630-1930, p. 165. 
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was unsntis-na.11e changed to the Hartford and Erie, but the service 
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facto~J, for the road had only a single track out of Boston, and few 
trains were run. Its principal business seemed to be to transport gravel 
from Needham through the villages of Ne~rton. 
Newton Centre with a population of 2,180 i-ms the most important vil-
l ag e on the sout h side. It possessed the old First Church of the Congre-
gationalists and the old cemetery, The First Baptist Church and the 
Newton Theological Institution. Nevton Highlands 1-<as on the eve of a 
rapid advance, but only 315 people belonged there. Upper Falls with 
1, 520 surpassed Lower Falls wit h 940. They ~orere s till, ,, i th Nommtum, 
the industrial centres. But just a. few more years of competition 1d th 
the bigger companies was to bring so serious a decline of fortunes as to 
drive 1nany industries out of business. 
The water ~r~s.-- The aspect of the village of Upper Falls was al-
tered by the construction of the Boston water works. The system included 
a source of supply in Lake Co chi tua te in Framingham and an .aqueduct i.:rhich 
pa ssed through Lower Falls, 1-Taba...YJ., a.nd Newton Centre to a reservoir at 
Chestnut Hill. This aqueduct was constructed in 1346-1848. As the 
grovrth of the city increased, another conduit was necessary; and in the 
decade of the 1870's the second one WES constructed. This started from 
Fa rm pond and passed through Upper Falls, a part of Newton Highlands, 
1/ 
and Ne~~on Centre. 
The ~eservoir.-- The construction of t he reservoir at Chestnut Hill 
necessitated turning Beacon Street to the south in a curve instead of 
------~-===== 
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follo,d.ng its straight course into Boston. Two basins were built and 
named Lawrence and Bradley basins. Surrouding the reservoir were 220 
acres, which were tastefully laid out into drives and footpaths. It 
soon became an attractive spot for people who wanted to enjoy the quiet 
beauty of the water and its surroundings. 
The first ne,.,rspaner.-- In the year 1866 Henry I·{. Stimson thought 
tha t the gro"rth of the town justified an attempt to estabUsh a 1-reekly 
newspaper. This weekly was called the Newton Journa.l. It uas a four-
page paper of l arge si ze, containing general articles on the first page, 
with only an occasional item of special interest to Newton; on the sec-
ond page was a miscellaneous collection of loce.l comn1ents and detailed 
accounts of meetings; the third page was solid with advertise~ents; and 
the fourth page contained additiona.l ms.tter and advertisements. 
The Ne1-rton Republican put in an appear ance as a rival of the Jour-
nal, but Hen~J H. Stimson and Frank H. Burt absorbed it and put out the 
first i ssue of the Newton Graphic in 1882. This newspaper is still one 
of Newton's regular weekli 5 . 
Street construction.-- Another evidence of the groHth of the com.mu-
nity a ppeared in the improvament of old streets and the const~uction of 
new ones. The map of the town until then l acked the nehrork of short 
streets tha t appears on l a ter maps, snd Co~~onwealth was yet to be 
planned. No thoroughfare connected the central part of the town 1d th 
Boston. Newton Centre had almost no streets north of Beacon except Pleas-
and , Homer, Ward, and Hill streets. Newton Highlands had three par allel 
streets through the heart of the ville.ge with Lincoln Street as its busi-
ness section, but there were few besides these. Chestnut Hill was 
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virtually synonJ~ous with Ha~~ond Street. Newton Corner, Ner~onville, 
1/ 
and Auburnda.le were better develO})ed but still needed vast improve:rnent.-
The art of road building had introduced the use of macadam for the 
improva~ent of the roadbed and surface, but it was a slow process to make 
even the principal streets what they should be. The '-Thole process of 
constr~cting new streets and t he widening of such ones as Beacon, Homer, 
"Jalnut, Crafts, Centre, and Washington cos t the town $52,000,000. 
2. City Government 
CiviQ. oroblems.-- Rapid grovTth was causing civic problems , and the 
citizens were asking one another whether it would not be well to follow 
the exe~ple of other growing communities and apply to the Legislature for 
a city charter. Newton probably had the largest population of any to-vm 
in the Commonwealth in 1873. Usually by the time a Massachusetts town 
reached a . population of ten or t welve thousand it seemed advisable to 
provide a more convenient system of local government. 
To•m affairs were multiplying in number and importance and were re-
quiring more attention than the selectmen and other officers could give. 
II I Town government had served well for the regulation of semi-rural life, 
' 
~~ while it took care of such common interests as education, highway con-
struction, and the care of the poor. But when new needs arose , new forms 
of social direction and control were demanded. Property values had 
II nearly doubled in 5 years and needed more protection. Police and fire 
Jl 
li departments needed larger forces of men and more effective organization. 
Streets required better construction and drainage. Durable sidew~lks 
li QQ. cit. ' p. 172. 
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greatly desired. Waste ma terial should be disposed of in the inter- ll 
ests of health qy a system of sewerage and qy the collection of garbage 
a.nd a shes. Better street lighting was i.mportant for vills.ge needs. 
Arguments concerning city government.-- It was evident that the btlsi-
ness of administering local government was fast becoming complex and bur-
densome, and it was certain to be costly. It was such considerations a s 
these that provoked discussions about the future of city governrnent. 
Some saw in it the best means for city development; others opposed it on 
the ground that it would be more expensive than the simpler to~m govern-
ment, and expense in those days, also, meant much to the taxpayers. 
A real hendicap to municipal success was the division of the tow-n 
into so many villages. All wished to share in the improvements that 
'"ere contempl a ted, although their population i·muld not justify the ex-
pense. The lack of any connection between the villag es would delay civic 
unity and might prevent harmony. Would not each village in the city 
government be trying to get advantages for itself at the expense of the 
other villages? The railroBd tied together the villages on the north 
side like beads on a string, but there was no physical link bebreen north 
side and south side except the highway . It was necessar.f for the man who 
wished to get from the Centre or Highlands to Newtonville or Auburndale 
to hitch up his horse or take a long wa.lk. 
All these a rgmnents and many more were presented by the townsfolk 
as they battled pro and con about changing the form of government. But 
the strongeRt argument was the necessity of efficient administration of 
the increasingly complex business of cownunity government. 
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raised in opposition ~0-=--r --= Meetings of protest.-- Enough voices were 
make it doubtful whether the necessary number of votes could be mar-
sha lled to secure the acceptance of a city charter if the Legisla t u re 
should grant it. Meetings of protest were held a t which the conserva-
ti ves expressed themselves as s a tisfied Hi th conditions as they were and 
fea rful of the increase of expense. Several persons anticipa ted annexa-
tion to Boston before long, since Brighton was being annexed , and thought 
this would be preferable to separa.te municipal existence. The strongest 
opposition was in the villag e of Ne-...rton, better knmm to Newtonites a s 
11 the Corner. 11 
Ammal town m~eti:gg_ . -- At the annual town meeting on the seventh of 
April, 1873, the question was raised whether application should be made 
to the Legisla ture for a city cha rter or for a division of the town; it 
was voted that the selectmen should apply for an urban form of govern.rn.ent. 
Seven leading men of the community joined with the selectmen to repre-
sent the town in the ma tter. The Legi s l a ture acted f avorably, &nd then 
a specia l tovm meeting was held on the thirteenth of October to act fin-
ally on the question. The polls were k ept open all day in order tha t 
all citizens i>Tho wished might hHve the opportunity to record their prefer-
ences. When the final cotmt of the baJ,.lots wa s made, it was found that 
1,224 votes had been cast in favor of the city charter and 391 in opposi-
1/ 
tion. 
The announcement of the vote brought on mass celebra tions, and a 
procession was formed a t \-lest Newton , which paraded from villag e to 
H. K. Rowe , TercentenarY Historx Qf NeV>Tton , 1630-1930, p. 176. il 
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villag e exploding firework s and stopping for cheer s and speeches at t he 
houses of prominent citizens. 
Last town meeting.-- On the fourth of Nova~ber, 1873, the l a st town 
meeting wa s held, a nd on t he fifth of J enua17, 1874, Newton B.SSUlned the 
sta tus of a city. \<la rd lines were dr a wn a.nd ward caucuses met to no~i-
I n a.te candida tes. By an a l mos t unanimous vote J e..,11es F. C. Hyde of N e;.rton 
I 
II 
,I 
'I 
I 
Hi ghlands wa s chos en the first mayor. 
The charter.-- The charter of the ci t y provided for t he usue_l city 
council for legis l a tive purpos es. It '.ra s divided into a board of alder-
men and a common council. The people in each of the wards elected one 
/I 
,I 
1 a lder:nan a nd t1-ro me.rnbers of the common council. The charter provided a lso I 
for a school corrL~ittee. 
The _g_ity council. - - The city council was divided into committees 
for the transaction of business. Jl.mong the committees of the council 
;.rere thos e on finance, highways, fire depa rtments, fuel, street lights, 
and hea lth. Ea ch branch of the council had its own subcommittees dea ling 
with police, elections, ordinance, licenses , and other ma tters of regula -
]} 
tion. 
Police denartment.-- It wa s i mportant tha t the city should be yro-
tected, hence the provision for a police and a_ fire department was ma de. 
The Ne;.rton Police Department was not l 2.rge a.t firs t. The chief m2.rsh~>.l 
wa s in cha r g e and r ema ined on duty et C:tty hall during t he day , a s s isted 
in the a fternoon and evening by another officer. One man wa s on duty 
dur ing the day i n the vill-?.g e of Newton. At night '.rhen it wa s suppos ed 
1/ .QQ. cit., P• 179. 
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that more mar auders might be abroad, the Corner wa s protected by t wo pa-
trolmen, while one each kept guard in the other villages of Nevrton. It 
is obvious when one realizes that there were 140 miles of streets that 
1 the police protection was inadequate • . 
I 
II 
II 
Fire denartment.-- The fire depart,'!lent Has also in the p rocess of 
i mproving over the days of hand pumps. A disastrous fire on the four-
teenth of November, 1869, which destroyed the l arge schoolhous e a t Ne"rton 
Centre, intensified the demand for modern fire apparatus. Soon after-
ward the town offered to buy its first steam engine for the village of 
New-ton, g_nd shortly later a hook and l adder truck was installed in Ne'"rton· · 
ville . 
So r apid was the development of the fire protection arrangements 
tha t before the decade was over there were three hose carriag es a t 1rlest 
Newton, Auburndale, and Lower Falls, and a steain engine and house a t New-
ton Centre. NoH it seemed important to have a system of fire al a rm boxes 
where any person could ring in an alarm. This system was inst alled by 
GameH·ell and Company '1-li th 17 boxes at an expense of $10,000. The total 
va l u e of the city's fire protective property in 1879, including the 
11 
buildings, '1-ras more than $140,000,000. One must keep in mind tha t all 
t he fire appar atus was horse drawn, so p rovisions had to be made to have 
sturdy horses available at all t~~es. 
The city then began experimenting with i mproved gas l amps in the 
business section of Newton, but after a few years more the aldermen 
voted for electric lights. This decision resulted in a controversy over 
11 E. E. Easterbrook, History of the Fire Department of Newton, Mass., 
Rollins Press, Boston, 1897, p. 46. 
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the claims of the gas company and the merits of the lights. The matter 
s ettled itself when the Newton and \>latertown Gas Light Company bought 
out the Newton Electric Lighting and Pov·er Company. By 1878 there were 
1,084 ga s lights illQminating the ci~. 
There were also future provisions made ~r far sighted citi zens for 
a coordina.ted system of sewers.ge disposal ~m.d a connecting system of 
parks. 
3. Education 
Grammar schools.-- \f.hile these various needs were being met, the 
city was s triving to meet the demand for s chooling. Fourteen grammar 
schools took care of the boys and girls for five days in the week. The 
Newtbli district had the Underwood and BigeloH schools; Newtonville, the 
Adams , J ackson, and Claflin schools; and Hes t Newton, the Pierce, Davis, 
and Franklin schools. Auburndale and Lower Falls constituted one dis-
trict with the Hlli~ilton and Williams schools. The Upper Falls district 
included the Prospect and Hyde schools, and the Newton Centre district, 
1/ 
the Mason and Oak Hill schools. 
Evening school.-- In 1871 the experi ment of an evening school had 
been tried at Nonantum. Many of the workers in the f actories had never 
enjoyed much education, and young peopl e were leaving school to go into 
industry before they completed their courses in the gr ades. It seemed 
to the school committee of Ne\,~on that provision should be made so that 
educa tional opportunities vrould be avail able to these people. Tha t the 
experiment was appreciated appears from the enrolLment in the classes. 
1/ S. F. Smith, HistorY of Ne~~on, Bos ton, 1880, p . 449. 
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A cla ss for children numbered 90 pupils and e.nother for adults enrolled 
58. 
High school.-- During the same period of time changes Here made in 
the grades and in the high school. Among recent improva~ents in the 
loHer s chools were the introduction of a more detailed course of s tudy 
and better teaching of dra-v.ring and music. In the high school greater 
freedom was permitted in the choice of courses. Classical and general 
courses were arranged to cover a period of 4 years. The classical was 
designed as a preparation for college; the general course for those who 
did not expect to go beyond hlgh school. A three- year course with a 
diploma was offered in the hope of encouraging more of the boys and girls 
to continue their education through high school. Special teachers in 
French and German were provided. In 1::~77 military drill was introduced 
into the high school. Next year in 1878,276 pupils were in a ttendance 
a t the high school, and out of a graduating class of 36, sixteen went on 
to college, seven of them to Harvard. Before Neh~on had become a city 
it was spending more than $130,000,000 a year on its schools. 
Ne-vrton'..§. famous residents.-- As Newton gre,.; in prominence and at-
tractiveness, it bec&'lle the home of persons "Hho were Hidely known in 
circles of various kinds outside the "Garden city." F. J. Campbell of 
the Perkins Institute fo1' the Blind, who l ater in life i·Tent to Engl and 
and bec8.me founder o:f the Royal Normal College and the Academy of Music 
for the Blind, is a good example of such prominent people. Ch8.rles 
Ba rnard, founder -of' the evening schools in Boston, is another. Both re-
sided in Ne1-1tonville. 
Seth Davis and N. T. Allen kept up the intellectual reputation of 
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\fest Newton. In Auburndale lived i-J'illiam Crane, the actor; Eben Tourgee, 
the head of the New England Conserva tory of Music; and I mogen Guiney, 
the writer. The city had many famous ministers, such a s Reverend Francis 
E. Clark, D. D. , who was pioneer of the world movement of Christian 
young people. 
Neuton people did not forget that Na thaniel Hawthorne had lived for 
a time in \>Tes t NeHton and tha t Ralph Valdo Emerson had lived on Woodward 
Street after his return from Europe. The city was proud of Alexander H. 
Rice, who had been born a t Lm.rer Falls c.nd who \·lent out from his n c.tive 
pl ace to become the governor of the Commomrealth. 
\~nile mentioning some of Nevrton 1 s fines t in this era, one ce.IL11ot 
leave out William Cla flen, who led a distinguished career in politics, 
both locally a.nd n&,tionally , end proceeded to donate l arge sums of money 
11 
a nd l~md to the city for beneficial purposes. 
It Has under the leadership of such men as these tha t Newton en-
tered upon its l arger career as one of the cities of the Com.l"Jlomreal th. 
Its p eople ¥ere intelligent, industrious, e.nd progressive . Their 
patriotism and fervor were shown by their celebration of the centennial 
of na tional independence in 1876. 
Centennial year.-- The Centennia l yea r 1876 seemed a fitting time 
'I 
II 
II 
I 
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to t ake note of the historlc sites of the town, and certain pl a.ces were I 
ma rked "Ti th inscriptions . . On the seventeenth of June, Eliot Hall '"-'aS / 
de cora ted with flags and mottoes . Behind the pl e tform was a picture of I 
Bun_l{er Hill and over it a motto 1..rhich read: "New To¥n (Cambridge), 1631. II 
• I Nonantlli1l-Cambridge Villag e, 1654. 11 "Nev,rtown set off from Cambr1dge, 1688." · 
1' H. K. Rowe , Tercentenary History .Qf Newton , 1630-1930, p. 190. 
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1/ 
"First public school about 1700." "Newton, 1776." 
The historical address..-- The citizens ce~e together to observe 
this memorable year, and of all the dignataries 1-rho spok~ none made such 
an : impression as did James F. C. Hyde, who had just completed his term 
us mayor, when he gave the follo\dng historical address: 
"A hundred years have passed since our f athers met in their 
little town meeting , in the smc-,11 meetinghouse ( Hhere now stands 
Dr. Furber's church), and consecrat ed themselves and their fortunes 
to the cau se of freedo:::n and their country. Then, a struggling to.,n, 
now, e considerable city; then, only a single church, now, more than 
t ¥rent y ; then, here and there a highway, or r ather, a l ane, now, Hith 
its hundred end t1-renty or more miles of excellent streets; then, 
its small schoolhouses with short terms and rudimental teaching, 
now, schoolhouses of magnificent proportions, 1-dth schools al mos t 
without number, of all grades, to say nothing of the private academ-
ies and higher institutions of learning 1dthin our limits. Then, 
only a fe;.; fe.rms with their quaint-looking f armhouses; now, bea.uti-
ful villages, -.:ith stately blocks of buildings, palatial residences, 
well-kept villas a.nd cosy cottag es , showing t aste and culture on 
every hand. 
Then, the quiet almost of the fore st, broken only by the song 
of birds and hum of insects , now, the rush and noise of heavy en-
gines, and r ailroad trains whirling along with the speed of the 
wind. Then, no electric telegraph to flash its message from conti-
nent to continent, and thus 'put a girdle around about the earth in 
f orty minutes'; no ocean steamers crossing the broad Atl antic and 
bringing the nations of the earth into more intimate relations; no 
missionaries on foreign shores, preaching Christ to dying men; no 
city library with its rich stores, gathered from all ag es and na-
tions. Hovl grea.t the change in a single centuryt 112,/ 
l/ On. ci:t;., p. 193. 
2/ s. F. Smith, Histoo: .Qf Ne1-1ton, Bos ton, 1880, p . 745. 
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CHAPTER V 
·CULTURE AND RECREATION 
1. GroHth of Catholic Church 
Although the author realizes that he discussed the growth of the 
churches back in chapter three, it was impossible at that time to in-
elude a discussion of the Catholic church. It was not until the 1870's 
that the Catholic parishes played any kind of a significant role in the 
religious life of the city of Nelrton. Thus in order to maintain the 
chronological order of events, the writer will describe the role and 
growth of the Catholic church in this chapter. 
First Catholic J>arish.- At about this time the Irish Americans 
were moving out from Boston, and many of the wage earners in the mills 
at Nonantum and Falls were Catholic. From a round 1844 the relatively 
few Catholics at Upper Falls he.d met in a private house, ••here they were 
visited by Reverend Patrick Strain of \{al tha.TD., who administered the 
first sacrament of the Mass. The hopes of the Catholics at Upper Falls 
were realized Hhen a wooden building 40 by 76 feet was erected on Chest-
nut Street in 1867. Three years l ater St. Mary's, as it was called, be-
, came a separ ate parish with Reverend M. X. Carroll as its pastor. Soon 
II 
1 the parish became so large that it was necessary to divide it, and by 
1885 Newton Centre had started a parish of its own, set apart from the 
Upper Falls. 
St. Bernard 1 .§.-- \.Jhile the first parish •ras gro•ring in prosperity , 
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the Catholics on the north side were finding two similar centres. 
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In a 
tent in West Newton they gathered in 1865 . Presently l and was purcha.sed 
at the corner of 1ofashington and Prospect s treets, and there St. Bernard' s 
was completed at a cost of $40,000,_000 i n 1874. 
The Chur.Qi]. .9.! Our Lad~.-- About the year 1880 two other Catholic 
churches were organized. The Church of Our Lady, which was destined to 
become the l a rges t church in the city, was set apart as a parish in 1878. 
Under the guidance of Fa ther Green and then of Fa ther Nola.n, the pa rish 
grei-< until pB.rochial educa tion could be provided for the children of the 
parish. Brick buildings were erected on Adams Street for a convent a.nd 
a school which could c are for J.pOO pupi ls. A complete system of educa-
tion from kindergarten to high school was provided with 21 s isters as in-
structors. 
St. John'.§.-- The second Ca tholic church of the period was St. John's 
over t he river a t LoHer Falls. The first Mass wa s celebra ted in 1870. 
By 1900 the Ca tholic churches in Lower and Upper Falls, Neliton Centre, 
vle st Nei-<ton, and NeHton Corner all had t heir oHn parishes constructed of 
11 
brick wi th stone trimmings. 
2. Ne1.,rton Social Organizations 
Pur itan ideas.-- The Newtonians, like the other Puritan Ne1-r England-
ers, ha d l abored indus triously on this sterile New England soil. By 
s elf-determina tion, aggres s iveness, and individual f aith in themselves , j( 
they ho.d conquered the wilderness. They ~<ere rightly proud of their 11 
a chievements, but two important consequences resulted from this coloni?J 
1/ H. K. Rovre, Tercentenarv Historv .Qf_ Newton, 1630-1930, p. 218. 
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of mind. The first was that the habit of strict attention to 
busines s tended to narrow a man 's interests , even to make him f eel that 
he could not take time to relax and enjoy himself . He did not find it 
easy to ple.y, and he vas too intense in hi s application to t he game after 
i t had attracted his interest. The second consequence Wc:.S that team. 
49 
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vrork was diffi cult because individual independence had become so ingra.ined. i 
The l a st decades of the nineteenth century were to t each him to en,ioy 
recreation and to learn to associa t e in clubs and societies for ends 
other than business. 
It is obvious to the reader tha t a city like Newton vould have hun-
dreds of such social organiza tions; therefore, the a.uthor will limit him-
self to a few of the major ones, leaving many of the rest to be t aken 
care of by being lis ted in the appendix . 
For more than 200 year s association was limited largely to the regu-
l a r religious gatherings connected vi th the churches and to the che.nce 
meetings of individuals at store or t avern, -w·eddings, funerals, and auc-
t i ons. But nov new interests like at hlet ics were demanding attention, 
and new organizations were being formed amor~ those who were interes ted 
in the same things. Men and women both felt. the spur to as sociation. 
NeHton people ·-;.rere on their way to becoming more socialized. 
TheY. M. C. A.-- A channel of friendly expression and of religious 
influence among young men was the Young Men's Chris tian Association. An 
a ssociation 1-ras proposed l a te in the year 1869, and after a few locs.l ex-
periments in t he individual villages, a city association was attempted 
i n 1877. 'l'he enterpri se was initiat ed in a small conference help at t he 
home of Dr. Hampden B. Jones. The first Boar d of Directors Has composed 
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of George S. Ha.rl·rood, George S. Trowbridge, George C. Dunne, Daniel E. 
11 
Snow, E. M. Cote, and E. B. Earle. 
The Y. 1'1. C. A. >U~.s incorporated under the l aw of the Commonwealth 
in 1891. Upon securiP~ its charter, the associa tion moved from a small 
room in Eliot Block to rooms in Bacon's Block on Washington Street, where 
there was room for games and reading, and where a social hall was possi-
ble. In 1895 Nonantum Hall ~~s secured, and a gift was made to prov~de 
fot· a gymnasium on the condition that the association would obtain a com-
petent physical director. This proved to be a stimulus to t he gro~~h, 
II 
II 
II 
li 
and in the same year a Women's Auxiliary was formed. At this tii11e the 11 
.u 
organization had 391 members--264 seniors, 49 juniors, and 78 Auxiliaries. I 
This organization, however, was dectined to grow right along with 
the city. In 1910 after much voluntary campaigning , the corner stone of 
the present building on Church Street Has laid. 
Militia companies.-- Another outlet for the young men of the city 
was militia companies. These were organizations set up to preserve the 
patriotism Rnd training of the war. The Claflin guar ds was one of the 
first organized in 1876, when 50 young men petitioned Governor Claflin 
for permission to organiz.e a militia company. In 1872 it found active 
service in guarding property in Boston after the disastrous fire, which 
swept so l ar ge a part of the business district. 
Fraternal organizat.i.Q,!l..§..-- Veteran firemen, as well as soldiers, 
formed their organizations for fraternal purposes. Under the leadership 
1./ Harold A. Wooster , "Historical Sketch of the NeHton Y .M.C • .A. 1877-
1952, 11 Ne'l-rton Villager and Transcript, (October 16, 1952) : p. l. 
, Y Loc • cit. , p. l. 
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of men prominent in the fire department like Georg e Ellis, Henry L. 
Bixby, and Edwin 0. Childs, the NeHton Fire.rnen' s Relief Associa tion was 
brought into exis tence in 1878 chiefly as a benefit organization. 
Other men who were fond of good f ellowship j oined the Lodg es of the 
fra ternal orders. I.Jaban Lodge of Odd Fellovrs met vteekly a t Newton, 6md 
Home Lodge of the s ame order was loca ted a t Upper Falls. Fra ternity 
1/ 
Lodg e of Masons came into existence in 1875.-
Newton hospital.- Becau s e of the breadth of vision a nd the hu.rnan 
sympathy of prominent p eople in town, the Nevton hospital ca;'lle into ex-
istence. For a long time physicians were alive to t he need of a hospital, 
but it wa.s a doctor of divinity, Reverend George Shinn, who got the proj-
ect started. 
It was in the year 1880 tha t the first conference of t hose inter-
ested was held e. t the home of Dr. Shinn, the rector of the Grace Church, 
Newton. It was, however, 6 years before the buildings were dedica ted. 
It was gre8.tly to the credit of Newton citizens tha t so many should have 
been w-illing to join in the ta.sk of getting t he hospital started and 
equiping it for service. 
The Newton Cottage hospital was incor~orated in 1881. Nine a cres 
of l and in the Granville Fuller esta te on Washington Street nea r the 
Woodland station were appropriated. There vrere erected in 1886 the first 
two wooden buildings, which constituted the nucleus of a slowly expand-
ing plant. 
Many groups ceme to the hospital's assistance. In 1885 the women 
1/ H. K. Rowe, Tercentena~ Histo1y Qf Newton, 1630-1930, p. 234. 
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r of the city organized the Newton Hospital Aid Association to give finan-
cial help to the hospital. The churches also came to the aid of the hos-
pi t al and gave generous annual contributions. Still another l andmark I 
.I 
I 
was the organization of the Hospital Trairilng School for nurses in 1888. 
Ne;.rton Centre Reading Club.-- On the o.istaff side, the Nei·rton Centre 
Reading Club was the pioneer among women's organizations in Nei.;ton. .At 
11 the beginning it was simply a group of friends meeting together weekly 
I to read for the pure pleasure of it. It was organized with 20 members 
in 1879. After a time a simple constitution and qy-laws were adopted. 
The readers ranged through biography, history, foreign countries, 
art, and science. For 3 years they studied the city of Boston inten-
sively, then for 2 years they turned to a study of literary men with spe-
cial attention to Shakespeare. The aim of the club was to absorb the 
I spirit of the time that they were studying, rather than to merely ascer-
jl 
II 
tain accurate facts. 
Some of the other women's clubs were the Chautauqua Literary and 
Scientific Circle of Ne~~n Highlands, The Monday Club. of Newton High-
lands, and the Ne,.rton Centre \·Joman' s Club, which was especially e.ctive 
and beneficial to the city. 
Co-ed club.-- Among the first associations in Ne;.rton which included 
both men and women in its membership was the Every Saturday Club of New-
tonville. It was the perpetuation of a group of f'riends who had spent a 
part of the summer of 1870 together. They wanted to maintain their ac-
p 
'I 
quaintence so they organized a club. The number of members was limited 
I to 40. The meetings were held e.t members' homes fortnightly with a care-
I jl f'ully planned program of literary merit. 
) - -1,.----
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Original papers were contributed 11 
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by the members, and the intellectual proTfless of these works wa s high. /1 
Once a. year the members met in a mid-winter party. The club has kept to 
its self-imposed task for 60 yea.rs and has become an acknmvledged factor 
in the realization of high intellectual ideas. 
Natural History Society.-- The natural beauty of Ne?rton, its inter-
estir~ records of geological ages in the rocks, its blue waters a.nd green 
meadows, all combined to create an interest in nature. This was fostered 
qy several persons who felt that such an interest should be inculcated 
in the schools and among the people of the community. It was evident 
that this could be best done qy an association. The Newton Natural His-
tory Society was therefore added to the increasing number of organiza-
tions in the city. One of the most prominent members of the Natural His-
tory Society was Charles J. Maynard, who was an ornithologist of national 
reputation. This group held field days, and a typical SillTh~er 1 s schedule 
wa s the following: "Echo Bridge, and the r avine near ey, Lincoln Pond 
in Concord, Newport Rhode Island, Sandwich, New Hampshire, Ipswich, and 
11 
Plum Island." 
Boat clubs.-- In 1871 there were three organized boat clubs--the 
Commodore Taylor, the Bla.ck Crook, and the 1-Jaba.n. It was 4 years later 
tha.t the Newton Boat Club was formed for the double purpose of encourag-
ing the use of the river and for delightful social occasions. The club 
at first used the Robertson boathouse; but in 1886 Royal M. Pulsifer, 
who lived near the river in Auburndale, bought the site of the building 
in Charles Street, Bnd the club was incorporated in order to raise the 
$10,000 for a boathouse. After that t he club increased rapidly and 
H. K. Ro,.,e, Tercentenary Historv of Newton, 165-0-1930, p. 257. 
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---- -. -=--~. - --f 4 built its boathouse a t Riverside. The bicycle.-- The invention of the bicycle created a furor over 
cycling. It rras the time of the high wheel, e.nd clubs were formed and 
r aces held with keenest relish. Ne~~on men vied with one another on the 
track and as a group with cyclis ts of other towns. In 1882 the Newton 
Bicycle Club was organized chiefly through the efforts of Charles L. 
Clar k of the Bos ton club, who lived in Newton. Thus f ar no period of 
Newton's history had found the people so busy creating associations for 
·I 
11 and literary fellowship. 
various philanthropic purposes nnd organizing clubs for social enjoyment 
Newton's citizens were puritan in stock, but 
r 
,, 
when they burs t forth from their hard core of puritan mores and social 
customs, there was no stopping them. 
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CHAPTER VI 
MOVING INTO THE T\.JEl~ TIETH CENTURY 
l. New Land Marks 
If the wayfarer who rambl ed about the cluster of h~~ets which com-
pris ed the to~m of Newton early in the nineteenth century had awakened 
to life like Rip Van Winkle and perambulated once more over the same 
ground at the turn of the century, he would have rubbed his eyes in be-
1-1ilderment. 
Newton Corner.-- Gone c;.re the old landmarks at Nevrton Corner. Un-
1 
1 familiar are the stores 1-rhich line the sides of the square a.nd the ornate 
I 
I 
,, 
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stone bank building at the junction of Washington and Centre Streets. 
Standing in the square, he is astounded to see a large conv-eyance move 
swiftly along parallel tracks and come to a stop to discharge its passen-
gers. Hithout visible means of transit it seems to move at will, '!.l'hile 
a rod Hi th a small wheel attached maintains connection with an overhea d 
1/ 
Shades of the old oxcart, a trolley car. 
The wayfarer then starts in the direction of Newton Centre , where 
the ca r tra cks do not run. A walk; of 300 yards brings him to a bridge, 
and sca rcely has he set foot upon it 1-1hen he is startled out of his vrits 
I 
I 
!I I 
II by a shriek and a roar beneath his feet as a railroad train sweeps to a !I 
stop at the station. If the electric car was a surprise , the steam rail- . Jj 
road is a terror. 
n 1/ H. K. Rowe, Tercentenary Histor:v of Nei·rton, 1630-1930, p. 304. 
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Recovering his equanimity and moving o:~ the ~man gazeS nrst ~: :he -~~ ~ 
massive library building, and he is tempted to enter. Who would have II 
dreamed of such a collection of books outside of the British Museum? 
Browsing among t he stacks, he is overwheL~ed qy shelves upon shelves of 
books. 
Out again into the open and res~~ing his walk southward, he is im-
pressed by the stone churches wi th their tapering spires or solid towers 
rising on either side of the road. One can imagine his marking the time 
of day by the clock in the to>Ier of Eliot Church. The new Eliot Church 
had been dedicated as recently as 1S89. 
The other villages.-- As our wanderer reaches Ne•~on Centre, he 
finds an unmistakenly modern village. The Neh"ton Centre Improvement 
Associa tion, which was formed a. few years ago, t.l'as busy tr;ring to im-
prove the village. He finds Newton Highlands entirely changed;from ·Hhat 
had been only f arms and a tavern or t wo, a town now stood. Eve~here 
throughout the city--Oak Hill, Upper Fallsl' vfaban, Lo¥rer Falls, Auburn-
dale, West Newton, Chestnut Hill and Newtonville--revolutionary changes 
had taken place . New organizations, clubs , and civic groups had popped 
up, and many of those previously in existence had expanded. 
City charter revised.-- One of the ma jor events occurring during 
this period of drastic change was a revision of the city charter. Many 
of the citizens felt that some changes were in order to accommodate the 
The result was a popular petition to the 
city council and the 
The task was planned 
liminary study, and then the whole committee considered changes through 
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1 --:leven meetings and ~inally adopted the pro~s~: ~==ous:y. --ex_e_ cu- -~r11 5: -- ~ 11 The most important changes were first the separation of the II I I 
I ~ tive and legislative depart~ents of the city government. Instead of the I cornmi ttees of the council T..rasting time and money through their inexperi -
1: 
• ence in administration and frequent change of policy, there Hould be 
departments with permanent officials under the general supervision of 
the mayor. The aldermen would legislate, and then the depart.ments were 
responsible for carrying out the measure. A second cha~e was the con-
solidation of the board of aldermen . and the common councll. Henceforth, 
a single board would consider proposed legislation and take action. Two-
I thirds of the aldermen must vote in order to increase appropriations or 
'
:,· t o make new ones. Also to cover increased city needs, the nQmber of 
li! city departments were increased so as to include a boerd of assessors, a 
charity department, a fire department, a depart.ment of health, a law de-
partment, a police department, an engineering department, a water depart-
ment, and a street department. 
The matter came before the citizens in t he November elections of 
1897, and t he revi s ed charter was approved qy a vote of 1,866 to 922. 1/1 
Henry E. Cobb was chosen under the new charter for a third term as mayor. 
2. Spanish American War 
The year 1898 was a momentous one for the nation. It was the year 
of our entrance into the T..rar wi. th Spain, the one really "black mark" on 
United States historical past. 
Claflin guards.-- The approach of the war with Spain brought to the 
H. K. Rowe, Tercenten~ His torv of Newton, 1630-1930, p. 
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Claflin guards something to anticipe.te. Late in April, 1898, the war 
beg an. Admiral Dewey ushered in the month of :May by sailing into the 
harbor of Manila and capturing the Philippine Islands. As Company C of 
the Fifth ~.fassachusetts Mill tia , the Claflin gue.rds could expect serYice, I. 
and they ma de prepara tlons accordingly. In July 106 enlisted men under 11 
II 
Captain Ernest R. Springer went into camp a t Framingham and l a ter 1-rent 
south to Camp Heade in Pennsylvania and then to Ca..rnp 1.Jetherill in South 
Carolina. 
Citizens organized aid for their soldiers as they had in the Civil 
.1 War. The Daughters of the Revolution and, the Newton Branch of the 
I 
i 
/I 
,, 
!I 
Massachusetts Volunteers Aid Association raised money for a hospital 
ship. But it was not to be t he fortune of Ne"''ton men to engage in ac-
tive hostilities. A few went to the Philippines, but those who were in 
camp in the South suffered from nothing worse than minor disea ses . Hhen 
CompenyC retllrned as a body in the spring of 1899.t t he men were re-
ceived by citizens from all over the city at Nonantum Square. They were 
given public receptions and were feted by the people until they were 
er..hausted. 
Thus ended the expansive era of the nineties, and Rip Van Wi~~le 
could now safely go be.ck to slumber as the rising city of Newton moved 
on into the twentieth century. 
3. Big Business 
The Spanish War marked t he emancipa tion of the United Sta tes from 
a bsorp tion in Jl.merica to participa tion in '-rorld affairs. it.lhen the nation 
1-1ent into the war, there vere few f a rsighted enough to see that the 
- -·-··-- -- --· ·- -
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· 1 country would emerge from t his brief conflict an imperial power. Few 
realized that the rapid increase of agriculture and manufacturing prod-
ucts warranted an entrance on a large scale into foreign markets. But 
as one looks back, one can see plainly that Americans were entering into 
a new epoch. 
I: 
r 
Newton b~sinessmen.-- The changing situation was sensed ~ost quickly 
I 
II 
by men of larger affairs whose activities centered in the big cities. 
Among these were certain residents of Ne>-:ton, who had their offices in 
I 
Boston. From these offices trade r adiated out into every quarter of the 
globe. As the nation was making the transition from the rural to the ur-
ban, so was Newton. No longer were tmms isole.ted. Business was rising 
as the organization of large corporations came ·into being. 
One would think that with this entrance into big business Newton's 
prominent citizens would forget the needs of the city, but such wa s not 
the case. NeH·ton men and Homen w·ere proud of their city e.nd prouder 
still of their f amilies. Ne•non was a city of homes. Young married peo-
ple liked to settle in this city not merely because of the social advan-
t ages but because it was a good place to bring up children • Available 
for all were playgrounds, good moral and religious institutions, and vol-
I j: · unteer a ssociations, such as the Newton Mothers' Club and the All Newton 
,, 
1: 
I 
I' I 
Husic School to care for the needs of the children. New parks, such as 
Allison park laid out along the river in Nommtun and Burr park at 
Auburndale, were being built. 
Although Newton had all these wonderful assets to help in the bring- . 
ing up of its children, one could not dismiss from view the Newton pub-
lie schools, which, without doubt, were of a major influence upon the 
r-
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4. Education 
It had become apparent tha t the old wooden structures which had 
served in the nineteenth century must give way to modern brick buildings, 
and also the number of children was growing continua~ly so that more 
schools must be provided. The city did not shirk its obligations. 1,Jithin 
seven years school property was added to the value of $800,000,000. 
New schQols.-- Six thousand pupils were now enrolled in the grades. 
Six rooms 1¥ere enough for the new Thompsonville School, but the Burr 
School in Auburndale, the Emerson a.t Upper Falls , the ne"H Hyde at Newton 
Highlands, and the new Eliot School at Nonantum all needed t welve rooms 
each, and the Mason School at Newton Centre required sixteen. Such 
buildings cost at least $100,000,000 apiece, and it ,.,ras all expended be-
tween the years 1902-1907. I 
Consequently, in 1902 a joint commission of three members of the j 
school committee and three selectmen was created to take the responsi- 1j 
bility of deciding when new school hous~s H-ere necessary. 
Vocation schoQls.-- Vocation schools were so popular that the city 
could not avoid the experiment, and several of the villag es already had 
them. At Nonentum through the generosity of Frank A. Day an industrial 
school for boys was opened in 1909. It taught the trades and became so 
popular that it was decided to integrate it with the public school sys-
tern, and after a time it was incorporated into the Vocational High School 
at Newtonville. 
Curriculum expand~.-- The scope of instruction in the schools had 
broadened with the years. Up until now the curriculum was still quite 
I 
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classical in structure, although it hEd been bro~d:ned some~v~a~ - ~o- : n- 11 
elude music and dra1dng. It was a long time, however, before people 
could be brought to believe that the schools should educate the hand as 
well as the brain. In the Centennial year 1898 the door to a more prac-
tical training was set aj ar when sewing was introduced into the grades, 
and the next innovation was calistnenics and military drill. In the 
same yea.r the curriculum was expa.nded to include kinder5arten, manual 
training, bookkeeping, geometry, f oreign languages, na tural science, 
ethics, and ci vies. Also the ninth g ra.de was in the process of elimina-
tion from the grammar schools. In 1905 athletics was substituted for 
military drill. The Newton schools were being modernized t horoughly. 
The hi_gh school. - - The Newton High School was requiring more room 
and equipment. Eight hundred and fifty pupils were now in attendance 
and nearly one hundred of them were going to college every year. Three 
courses of study were now open--the general , the college prepera torff , 
and the scientific. The increasing emphasis on scientific subjects and 
the growing popularity of the engineering profession caused the Newton 
authorities to consider the advisability of organizing a technical school. 
A committee went to Springfield to investigate, and their report was so 
f avorable that it was decided to construct a technical high school on 
the site of the former Cla flin mansion. Begun in 1907, the new school 
opened in 1909 with 500 pupils enrolled. It was not a trade school, as 
its courses were general, and it gave academic instruction along with in-
dustrie.l training. 
Private schools.-- The early years of the century brought several 
new private schools into existence. The Allen School .was still ~~ing 
I 
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Fessenden School was opened. It had an enrolL~ent of 12 boys and con-
sisted of a single house with nine acres of land. The purpose of the 
school \·ras to prepare young boys for such large schools as Phillip, 
Andover, St. Marks , s.nd Groton. I t has since grown to goodly proportions 
and has taken an enviable position among schools of its grade in the 
United States. 
One !ffilst in passing also mention the Mount Ida School for girls, 
and the Country Day School for boys, both of which have gro~m tremend-
ously and become fine educational institutions. 
5. Social Adjustment 
The city was fortunate in securing John W. Weeks as mayor for 1902. 
Trained a.t Annapolis for the Navy, he had served in the Spanish war and 
since then had been an alderman. From there he began to climb tovrards 
the top through Congress to the United States Senate and then the Cabi-
net and Has even considered for President. Municiple affairs were in 
efficient hands during his administration. There were effective changes 
in the police and fire departments towards further modernization. 
Changing customs.-- In spite of the changes that were talting pl ace, 
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it was not easy to realize that the twentieth century was altering already 
the habi ts and customs of Newton people. They were leaving behind the 
provincialism of earlier years, feeling the currents of new ideas and 
changing fashions . The Queen Anne style was giving way to a nevr liking 
for the P~erican colonial. Simplicity was preferred to ornate str~ct-
ures. Iron dogs and deer came off the lawns as the painted Indian figure 
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retired from in front of cigar stores. 
RecreatiQn.-- The people of Ne1-rton found their recreation indoors 
in the winter and outdoors in the summer. Te~~is preserved its popular-
ity, and the Longwood Cricket Club, which procured new grounds at Chest-
nut Hill, built a substantial structure adapted to the indoor game. The 
Squash Tennis Club was organized at Newton Centre to interest businessmen 
in athletic sports. The Braeburn Coru1try Club bought a pond for skating, 
Hnd not content vri th that , built a unique rink raised on a ph>.tform so 
tha t skating and hockey mi ght be enjoyed on a smooth level surface. 
Improvement associations.-- At this ti·~ne there was a sudden gushing 
of new improvement associations. The Nm.rtonville Improvement Associa-
tion was organized in 1904 to get rid of the unsightly buildings at the 
corner of Lo,,rell Avenue, Walnut, and Watertown streets. The Village 
Improvement Society of Upper Falls was organized in 1901 and it did much 
civic good. The older improvement Essociations like the Auburndale and 
New·ton Centre associations were continuing their endless t a sk of bea.uti-
fying their own villages. 
The automobile.-- An invention of this era called the "automobile" 
wa s destined to play a significant role in the life of the city. As 
automobiles increased in nutnber, the hospitals found more accidents on 
their hands. The first machines were undependable, and the drivers were 
not used to them. Man~r citizens complained they were a menace and 
attempted to get a city ordinance to ban them. Yet with all these depre-
dations leveled against the automobile , it was still a social distinction 
to oHn one, and people endured the discomforts which accompanied it. 
It was obvious tha t 'With the increase of motor cars the city was 
faced with a highway problem. The problem was not only one of increasing 
the number of hard surfaced streets but also of what type of surfacing 
material to use. Cownonwealth Avenue, which was most lL~ely to be the 
principal thoroughfare through the city, was treated by the Street De-
partment with a nQmber of experiments. Various preparations were tried, 
but the most satisfactory seemed to be a preparation of tar with the 
moisture distilled from it, which Has known in the market as Tarvia. It 
proved very satisfactory e.nd soon the streets of Ne1-rton Here being te.rred. 
Everything was not milk and hone-.r in the early 1900 1 s for the cit y 
of Newton bece.use tragedy in the form of the deaths of many of its emi-
nent citizens was occurring. 
In 1905 John T • .Langford, a resident of Ne~,rton for 34 years who was 
influential in north side improvements, passed away. The loss of Henry 
E. Cobb, the eleventh mayor of Newton, and 3 years later Governor Claflin 
were severe blows. One by one the early mayors of the city dropped away-- I 11 I 
11\Ulliam B. Fowle, Alden Speare, and J. \.Jesley Kimball." 
"it-!i th the turn of the century another leaf was turned in the history 
of Ne.-rton. vJho could predict then what lay ahee.d? 
1/ H. K. Ro"re, Tercentena;cy HistQl:y: of Ne~.rton , 1630-1930, p . 373. 
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CHAPTER VII 
NE\vTON FROH wORLD WAR I TO 1930 
1. The Epic Struggle 
The people of Newton in 1914 shared the optimistic spirit of the pe-
riod regarding the improbability of another great war between nations . 
It Has believed that the grmdng enlightenment of mankind, the close 
bonds between men of business and science in various countries, and the 
consciencious kinship of working men would prevent any serious hostili-
ties. 
When news of the shooting of an Austrian prince in Southeastern 
Europe was published in the early summer of 1914, no citizen of Newton 
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dreamed that it would leed to a w-ar which would engulf the world. People 1 
continued to go on their customary vacations, many of them to Europe. 
The general catastrophe cru11e so suddenly that people ·Here alrrtost unable 
to sense it. 
wnen war finally did break out, the people still felt that ft~erica 
was aloof from the conflict. That it 1-Ta.S not her ba.ttle W13.s the general 
consensus of feeling. Also the United States had a peace~loVing, . 
idealistic president who wouldn't let th~n become involved in the a troci-
ties of war. Then the subnarine sinkings began, a.nd when the Lusi tania 
in May, 1915, was sent to the bottom, a cry of horror Hent up. Still, 
however, the smoke of battle was far off. 
The Claflin guards.-- The only nucleus for possible military serv-
ice in this city was the old reliable Claflin Guard. It had been 
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reorganized i-Ii thin recent years and had a vrorthy commander in Captain H .I enryl! 
II 
D. Comerais. In 1915 military drill Ha s practices in anticipation of' pos-
1
1 
sible service elsewhere • . The men were t aught inf'antry t actics, rifle II 
practice, and first aid. I 
In the winter of' 1916 the company tendered a brilliant reception to 
Governor McCall ~nd Lieutenant-Governor Coolidge. In the summer the men 
were called into cel!lp at Framingha'lll. The United States had a difference 
of' its own with Mexico, and President Wilson contemplated sending troops 
to the border. Happily the fracas with Mexico did not prove serious. 
Ne,vton boys were not compelled to pra.ctice what they had learned, for 
their activity was limited to patrol duty. \!Jhen the boys returned home, 
they were tendered a rousing ovation a t the railroad station at Newton 
Corner. 
Milita!Y prenaredness.-- As war approached, Plllerican flags were 
flung to the breeze and the flags of' the allies began to appear. 
Churches dedicated them with patriotic fervor. The Neifton Armo!jr was a 
mass of color. The first task was to fill up the complement of Company C 
of the Volunteers. The Newton Company was one of three in the state to 
reach an enrollment of 150 men. Then realizing that with the absence of 
the state militia a defensive force Has needed, it was decided to raise 
a home guard of men beyond the ag e of milita!jr service. Before lor~ 
each village had a force of its OHn. Newton Centre boasted the l argest 
force of 150, vhich drilled early in the morning in Bray Hall. Men of 
the Highlands and Upper Falls drilled in Lincoln Hall, Waban guc.rds in 
Besse Hall. At Ne~~on they used theY. M. C. A. building, while ~en of 
.I 
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II 
1/ 
N e'l.;tonville and West Newton found the Armory convenient. 
Home services.-- Soon it ·Has evident that Har, if it came, would 
not be solely an affair of men under a rms. Home service must be rendered 
if the Army and Navy 11ere to be kept up to a high standard of effective-
ness. Consequently, various women's organizations became active , espec-
I, ially the Newton Community Club and the \.Jest Nev.rton Community Service 
1 Club. 
II The Red Cross was organized in Newton as a branch of the Boston 
II Metropolitan Chapter. At the end of the war the Newton branch became 
organized permanently as . the Newton cha.pter and in 1923 establi shed head-
qua rters at Newtonville . 
~Jar gardens .-- One of the grave problems which wa.r produced was the 
need for a sufficient supply of food for the fighting forces. The Gov-
ernment encouraged war gardens and the conservation of food by every 
pos s ible means. The Committee of Public Safety in Ne'l.rton e.ppointed a 
subcommittee on food production and conservation, ~:md with the a id of 
the improvement associa tions, it ca te.loged all the availe.ble l and in the 
city. Soon more than 3,000 gardens were under cultivation. City pa rks 
were utili zed , and some companies allo11ed e."'nployees to use company l and. 
More than 1,000 acres of land were cultiva ted in 1917 with an estimated 
value of $200,000. 
As the first real selective service draft act of the United States 
went into effect in Hay, Newton had as its quota 3,200. By July ,4.00 men 
uere already a ccepted by the Newton draft. 
1/ H. K. Rowe, Tercentenary HistorY of Newton, 1630-1930, p. 432. 
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first Liberty Loan was announced and a local committee was organized to 
sell $1,000,000 worth of bonds in Ne~~on. The citizens subscribed nearly 
four times as much. Here are the figures for the four Liberty loans: 
"first Liberty Loan, $3,986,850 from 5,868 subscribers; second Liberty 
Loan, $6,090,600 from 6,696 subscribers; · third Liberty Loan, $5,012,450 
from 7,996 subscribers, and the fourth Liberty Loan, $8,801,500 contribu-
1/ 
ted by 13,088 participants." 
Ne~·ton .her.o..-- The war took a heavy toll of Newton's young men. 
None were more honored than David Putna1n , who while a resident of \-laban 
had gone through Ne~rton High School, and a t the age of 20 was flying 
above German lines. He had an enviable record as an ace, having shot 
down several German planes, when with a single company he was set upon 
by seven German aviators and met his death. 
War ends.-- On the memorable eleventh of November the welcome news 
of the armis tice crossed the sea and flew from mouth to mouth. Men met 
on t he street to sha_lce hands in mutual congratulations. Bells rang, 
chimes pl ayed, and horns and whistles rent the air. Little work was 
done for two days. Nonantum workingmen commenced an impromptu parade. 
At Auburndale 1, 500 persons joined in line a.nd led a congo down Common-
wealth Avenue. Similar riotous celebrations occurred in other villages. 
At last the tQmult and shouting died. But there were one hundred 
and twenty families and countless relatives in the city of NeHton who 
1/ H. K. Rowe, Tercentena:r.y Histon of Newton, 16.30-1930, p. 440. 
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would not let this war pass into oblivion. On: . ~undred . and ~wenty- m~n-T~ 
lost their lives in this epic struggle, and hundreds of others were maimed jl 
for life. 
2. Business Expansion 
Building boom.-- There were ma jor repercussions from this war es-
pecially in the business field. The war had interrupted certain business 
enterprises when it diverted capital into channels of war maintenance. 
A building boom had started in Newton shortly before the war broke out, 
but it was interrupted by the conflict. After the war was over, the 
demand for houses flm-red in once more. Building contractors found it 
profitable to speculate in real estate as prices adva.nced with the growth 
of deinand, and sections of the city that had long been vacant were cut 
up into streets and rows of new houses. 
Zoning.-- In anticipation of t his building activity the city f a thers 
s aw the advisability of making zoning plans, which would protect residen-
tial areas from exploitation by garag es, filling stations, and other 
forms of business. Two-family houses were much in demand, and some were 
built under the existing l aw; but the sentiment was so strong that the 
l m.r was e..mended 3 years l a ter, providi11..g for single residences only in 
most sections. 
Real estate developments.-- One of the first real estate develop-
ments was at Oak Hill. New streets were run off Dedha1n Road, and first-
class dwellings with landscaped grounds were constructed. These houses 
proved to be salable and the development wa.s extended. Nearer Ne.,rton 
Centre an extensive section bordering both sides of Parker Street -vras 
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cut up and building lots were sold. On the way from Newton Highlands to 
\.Jaban along the length of Woodland Street construction ~-~as done . The 
old Bacon farm on Chestnut Street was divided and neF houses spr ang up. 
Throughout all the villages ne;.r homes rose rapidly. 
New industzy.- Since the char Gcter of Ne>..rton was residential 
r a ther than industrial, the expansion of business was m<:dnly in real es-
t a te, banking, and retail stores. Hm.;ever, there vrere some ne\-r indus-
tries introduced, and they were indicative of changing fashions a.nd new 
interest. Two of the new business concerns which settled on the north 
s i de of the city in 1929 were the Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Hhich 
made r adio tubes , and the National Packaging Machinery Company. 
Business associations. - - \-lith this sudden gro,-rth of population came 
an expansion of local business. New business blocks sprang up. The mer-
chants of the city were finding it desir able to organize in associa tions 
for acquaintance and mutual profit. As early as 1929 a Building Trades 
Association was formed. Back in 1913 forty- five businessmen in the 
, village of Newton had organized the Ne~~on Business Man's Association to 
i\ ga ther and circulate information of mutual use and to promote the growth 
,, 
Jl of the community. From this Association a Boar d of Trade in 1920 \-las 
soon brgahized, and then the name was changed to the Newton Chamber of 
Commerce. This organiza tion did much to help in the development of New-
ton. It aided in the revision of building and traffic codes; it studied 
municipal needs and expenditures; it gave assistance to home seekers, 
and it generally encouraged the city government to r aise the standing 
of Newton Hith respect to other cities. 
At this same tLme increased protection of the city necessitated 
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improvements in the fire, police, and vrater systems. 
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Service organizations.-- It was in accordance with the new spirit 
of business that service organizations Cc@e into existence. After pro- II 
longed consideration it was decided that a Rotary Club was desirable, li 
and businessmen who joined it in 1923 enthusiastically accepted its prin- 11 
ciples of fair dealing and high standards of service. Not to be outdone 
in this field of association a group of men with similar purpose formed 
a Kiwanis Club for Newton in 1926. 
Thompsonville.-- In accordance with this new spirit of growth, a 
certain democratization Has occurring in the city. Although many years 
before Catholic churches were introduced to the city, Ne1'1ton 1-ras still 
pre-eminently of protestant yankee stock. 
The hamlet of Thompsonville with an increasing popula tion Has com-
ing into community consciousness. One hundred and twenty Italian fami-
lies had found homes there. The Bowen School provided education for the 
children, and the City bought a piece of l and for a playground. Assist-
ance had been given by various organizations in educational and social 
v-rays, but by 1920 the men of Thompsonville felt they could promote civic 
prosperity themselves. They formed the Gabriele D'Annunzio Club. These 
citizens of foreign birth and parentage have become leaders in the commu-
ni t y and have added much to Newton city history. 
3. Churches 
Church anniversaries.-- Many of the churches celebrated anniversa-
ries in the decade 1920-1930. These included the centennial observance 
of the Methodist Church at Upper Falls, the oldest of that denomination 
I 
!I 
i T2 --=-- -----anniver-:::~-=-=-- -in the city. Eliot Church at Newton observed its seven~-flfth 
sary. The Church of Messiah at Auburndale celebrated its fifty-fifth 
anniversary. 
Church improvements.- There were also many physical i mprovements 
of the churches in these years. Through private gifts the Congregational 
Church e.t Newton Highlands was able to own a parsonage, to enlarge the 
parish house, end to install a new organ. In 1928 the Second Church at 
West Newton built a unique children's chapel. Methodists at Newtonville 
found it necessary to enlarge their edifice and in 1924 built a new stone 
structure and put up a four-story building for the church school. There 
were also structural changes at the Unitarian Church in Newton Centre 
and at West Newton. 
Christian Sd.ence Church.- A notable addition was made to the 
churches of Ne~~on b,r the Christian Scientists. The establishment of 
the Mother Church in Boston was followed b.1 a marked extension of the 
movement in greater Boston, and Newton adherents grew in numbers. After 
incipient organizing in 1912, a building fund was acquired, and in early 
1916 land a t the corner of Walnut and Otis Streets was purchased. The 
war delayed building operations, but in 1926 the cornerstone was laid. 
Increase of Catholic parishes.-- There was a similar increase in 
activity among the Catholic parishes of the city. With the influx of 
people from Boston, the demand increased for extension of Catholic 
churches. New parishes were organized and older ones enlarged. 
On the old highway between Ne~~on and Newtonville, the Church of 
Our Lady stood as a beacon for all Catholics in that section of the city ~ 
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Auburndale, as a flourishing village, seemed to require its own church, ·I I, 
and the village of Waban in 1928 credited the church of St. Philli p Neri I 
for a cost of $80 ,000. 
Catholic 9rganizations.-- Catholic -interests in the city were fos-
tered by numerous organizations. The Knights of Columbus bought the old 
Mitchell estate on Walnut Street in Newtonville for a clubhouse. The 
Philamatheu Club of Catholic 1oJomen Has organized in 1915 l-d. th the spe-
cial purpose of fo stering higher education. The removal of Boston Col-
lege from the heart of the city to Chestnut Hill added materially to the 
educational institutions of the city· and to the prominence of Cat holics. 
As one can see by the space the author has devoted to churches , 
they have pl ayed a significant and influential part in Newton ' s his tory. 
It is impossible to measure in tangible terms the part these institutions 
have pl ayed in the social, cultural, and moral grovrth of this city . 
4. The Schools 
Finance problems.-- Although private schools and parochial schools 
took care of hundreds of Newton children, the school population had to 
be provided for mainly by the city. The rapid increase in population 
created a real problem to the city. Municipal expenses were high in 
all departments and the school committee could not expect more than its 
share. There was a limit to t axation and bonded indebtedness. Yet the 
The committee did 1.rhat could be expected; ,
11 
children must have schools. 
it built new schools where the need seemed the greatest, and it post-
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poned desirable improvements until more money wa s forthcoming. 
Immediate needs were settled qy the construction of the Angier 
School in Waban, the John Ward School in Newton Centre, and the Hamilton 
School a t Lower Falls. 
School improvement._-- A practical problem in all schools wa s the 
back'Hard child. The Barnard School in West Neuton made special provisions 
for three classes and two other schools for one each. A very tardy re-
cognition was given to teachers in the grade schools when their salaries 
were r aised. In 1924 an educational week was held so that parents might 
become better acquainted with the schools. 
P~other grave problem was the overcrowding of the high school. 
The various alternatives were a nevr high school on the south side, which 
was t he most populated area; another building at the site of the present 
high school; or a third was to adopt the nevr and popular method of organ-
izing junior high schools. After considerable discussion the l a tter 
pl an was adopted, and the Frank A. Day School a t Newtonville was erected, 
followed by the Levi F. Warren School whi ch was erected a few years later 
on the south side. Even vri th all these additional structures it was 
s till necesse.ry in 1926 to build a new high school building. So a t the 
cos t of $1,000,000 a nevr building was erected in front of the Technical 
School. 
Athletics.-- The Newton High School was winning an enviable reputa-
tion in a thletics. Coach Allie Dickinson seemed to have a knack for 
training successful teams in baseball and football. Great was the sorrow 
when dea th claimed him a few years l ater. His name Y~rill live in memoriam 
forever, for in 1928 the Allie Dickinson Stadium was built in his honor. 
II 
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ship of the United States and c~~&~a . 
Public libr§.~.-- For many people the public library is a continua-
tion of school. No part of America has so generally provided free li-
braries as has the state of Massachusetts. After 50 years of existence 
the Newton Library was filled with old and new books, so that the stack 
space ~oras overcro~orded in the central library. Branch libraries were 
needed badly. The city at this ti;ne could not afford to construct addi-
tional libraries , so in the village of West Newton citizens proposed to 
build a library on their own. Sixty thousand dollars was raised, and 
presently ground was broken for a new library. The same was done in 
Auburndale and Newton Centre. These new u~ildings were an inspiration 
to the city to expand the f acilities of the central library . 
By the state census of 1925 Ne~~on boasted a population of 53,364. 
This made a total gain of 7,310 over the last census in 1920. The city 
budget had noH increased to $4,000,000. Newton turned a new leaf in mu-
nicipal history in 1930 Hith the inauguration of Sinclair Weeks of West 
Newton a s the new mayor of the city. 
More than one half a century had passed since .Ja..111es F. C. Hyde Has 
elected the first mayor of the new municipality. The cluster of villages 
had expanded like widening ripples on a. pond. Tini ty from diversity had 
been in process. The story of .300 years in Newton is ended. It is a 
far cry f'rom the Indian paddling his canoe on the river to the motorist 
flying over a highway. The wigwam on Nonanti.l.Lil' s slope has long since 
vanished to make way for stately mansions. Comfort, wealth, culture, 
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and prestige are the assets of Newton after three centuries of development. ' 
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I On this rock-ribbed founda tion the future community will build. Ne1~rton 
I is no\-r emerging like the butterfly from his cryst,?-]-e.s into maturity and 
J1 modern-day Newton. 
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WORI<IriG BOYS' 
HOME 
S~HOOLS 
Schools Nv , C 7 
Hi!¥> N B 9 
Hi!¥> Nv 8 7 
4 Warren Junior High WN D 4 
5 Weeks Junior High NO F 8 
6 Adams School Nv B 7 
7 Albert Edgar Angier Soh W F4 
8 New Franklin School WN 8 6 
9 Bowen School NC G 9 
10 Charles C. Burr Soh Au C ~ 
11 Cabot School N;v C 8 
12 Claflin School Nv C 7 
13 Davia School WN C 5 
ll l!:liot School N A 8 
15 Emerson School UP H 5 
1~ Franklin School WN B 5 
17 Hamil ton School LF ~ 2 
18 Hyde School NH G 7 
19 Lincoln School N B 9 
?.0 Horace Mann School Nv B 6 
21 Mason School NO E 8 
9.2 Oak Hill School NO K 9 
23 Peirce School WN C 5 
9.4 Rice School NO E 8 
2"5 Stearns School N A 8 
~J\ Underwood School N B 9 
27 John Ward School NO DlO 
28 Williams School Au D 3 
?.9 Nevada Street Soh Nv A 7 
~0 New Oak Hill School NC H 9 
CHURCHES 
BAPTIST 
1 Firat Ohuroh in Newton NO F.S 
9: Imma.nu~l N B 9 
~ Lincoln Park WN C 5 
4 Mt. Zion WN C 5 
5 Myrtle WN C 4 
6 Second UP G 5 
OWUSTIAN SCIENCE 
7 Second Ch of 
7 First Ch of Christ Soi Nv C7 
CONGREGATIONAL 
8 Auburndale Au C ~ 
9 Central Nv B 7 
10 Eliot N B 9 
11 First NO E 8 
12 Newton Highlands NH G 7 
1~ North N A 7 
1.4 Second WN C 5 
15 Union W F 4 
'!PISCOPAL 
lA Ch of the Good ShepherdW F4 
17 Ch of the Messiah Au C , 
18 Ch of' the Redeemer CH lUl 
19 Grace N B 8 
?.0 St. Johns Nv C 6 
21 St. Mary's LP F 2 
22 St. Psul'e NH B 7 ~s~nity NO• •• j,\, R 8 
~~g~fsT Afp~~g;~ohim N B 7 
25 African 1244 Wash. St. WN 
?.6 Centenary Au C ~ 
21 Cline llemorial NFI G 7 
?..8 First UP G 5 
29 M. E. Church of Newton N B9 
30 Newton Centre NO E 8 
:n Newtonville Nv C 7 
~2 Perrin Memorial LP F P. 
ROIIAII CATHOLIC 
:n Corpus Christi Au C 3 
34 Mary Immaculate of Lourdes 
UF H 5 
~5 Our Lady Help of Christians 
N B 8 
~ Sacred Heart NO F 8 
~7 St. Bernards WN C 4 
~8 St. Ignatius CH ElO 
~ ~t ~~~i;hR8~anjelist ~ ~ 
SWEDENBORGIAN 41 Nv C 7 
UNITARIAJi 
42 Channing N B 9 
l~ First Ch in Chest. Hill Fll 
44, First Society in Newt 'iVN 05 
45 Nnton Coptro NC P 8 
POINTS OF INTEREST 
Eliot W:emorial OlC 
~~i: ~ ~~~=i ~ITo~f~~~t) g ~ 
F.S.Smith House (Home of 
Author of America) E 8 
Eoho Bridge G 5 
Norumbega Tower B 2 
g~~~!f~ Park g ~ 
Poliqe Headquarters 0 e 
~!~o~"ros~~~~fuarters : ; 
City Home K 7 
Qourt House C & 
Armory 0 e 
GENERAL INFORMATLON 
Population 1940 69,875 
Area 18 Sq :Miles 
Parke and Playgrounds ?.4 
Public SchoolS' 30 
Churches 45 
Street Mileage (Approx.) 260 
RAILROAD STATIONS 
Newton B 9 Woodland E 3 
Newtonville C 7 Waban F 5 
West Newton 0 5 Eliot G 6 
Auburndale C 3 Highlands P 7 
Riverside D 2 New. OentreE8 
Chestnut Hill Pll 
I " 0 6 H Z~bl atN'I .xed1anr 9 a: Otis ~·pk · Nv _, C 7 Siierb;~ok:; Rd N •s :~ :i~ ~ ~ all ~a :1-o~!::::: U - ~ •uu .. ~culiai'e na. D ·- --:r,~~~ ....... D 9 Whittier Rd Nv D 6 
Otis Pl Nv C 7 Sheridan St WN 
Otis St WN-Nv C6-7 Sherman Pl Au 
D 4 Whittlesey Rd l'lC H 8 
C 3 Wilber St NR F 6 
Overlook Pk: NC DlO Sherrin Rd LF :!2 WildeRd W F3 
Owaisa Rd W F 4 Shirley St WN B 4 Wildwood Av Nv B 6 
Owatonna St Au C 3 Shornecliffe Rd N 
Oxford Rd NC F' 8 Short St W 
P Rdy NC !{ 2 ~~~ ii;ct N;d W 
ClO Willard St B BlO 
E 5 William St II B 9 
H 8 William St WI! B 4 
G 5 Williams Ct UJ' H 6 
&ge Rd Nv B 7 Silver Lake Av N A 7 Williams St UJI H 6 
Palmer_,Rd ~ W P ,3 Simmons Pit Au 
Farlr .. J..v N C9-D9 Sims Ct p 
B 3 Williston Rd Au D 2 
C 4 Willow St NC ! 8 
Park Lane NC E 7 Simpson St N BlO Willow Ter NC E 8 
Parle Fl Nv C 7 Simpson Ter Bv C 7 Wilton Rd Bv B 7 
Park St N B9-c9 8ln1 th Av WN B 4 W1ltbhire Ct Nv B B 
~:~~e~~~e N~ ~ i ~ ~:i!! ~i : 
Parker St NC :ra-HS Somerset St WN 
Parker Ter NC K 8 Southgate Fk: WN 
B 4 Wiltshire Rd lfv B 8 
G 7 Wimbledon Cir U D 4 
C 6 Winchester Rd ll C 8 
B 5 Winchester St lJH G7-lr7 
Park::er Av NC-NH H 8 Southwiok Rd W F 5 Windermere Rd Au D 4 
Parlrway Rd Nv A 7 Spanoer St WN 
Parkview Av Nv C 8 Spiers Rd NC 
Parmenter Rd Wll A 6 Spring St UP 
C 5 Windsor Rd W E 4 
X 3 Winnetaslta Rd W E 4 
G 6 Winona• St Au C 3 
Parmenter Ter WN A 5 Squirrel Lane NC :! 9 Winslow Rd W F' 6 
Parsons St WN B6-c6 Stafford Rd NC 
Paul St NC p 8 Standish St NB 
Paulson Rd W E 6 Staniford St Au 
Payne Rd NR G 8 Stanley Rd W 
Peabody St N B 9 Stanton Av .lu 
Pearl Ct l'l B 9 Star Rd Wll · 
Pearl St If A.8-B9 Statio4 .lv lfR 
PelhalD St NC E 8 Stearne St NC 
E 7 Winter St UJI G 6 
F 7 Winthrop AV N B 9 
B 3 Winthrop St W1l C 6 
l!'5-G5 Wiawall Rd NC H 2 
E 3 Wiswall St D C 6 
B 4 Withington Rd Hv C 8 
F 7 Woloott Parlt AU C 3 
G 8 Woloott St Au C 3 
Pembroke St N ClO Stein Cir NC 
Pennsylvania Av UP H 5 Stephen Pl. BR 
Perkins St WN C4-6 Sterling St WN 
Ferry Rd Au C 3 Stetson Way W 
Pershing Rd WN B 5 Stiles Ter NC 
Pettee St UP H ·6 Stone Av CR 
Pheasant Rd Nv C 7 Stoneleigh Rd WN 
Philbriok:: Rd NC G 8 Stony Brae Rd Nll 
Phillips Lane Nv C 7 Stratford Rd Wl'f 
Phillips St Au C 2 Stuart Rd NC 
Philmore Rd N D9-10 Studio Rd Au 
Piclcwick: Rd Wll D 4 Suban Pl BR ' 
Pie'rrepont Rd LF E 2 Suffolk Rd CH 
Pigeon Rill Rd Au D 2 Sullivan Av 07 
Pike P1 WN C 4 SUmmer St UP . 
Pilte St WN C 4 Summit St N 
Pilgrim Rd W J!' 4 Sumner St NC 
Fillion Ct Nv BB-c8 Sun Rill Lane NC 
Pine St WN-Au B 4 Sunset Rd N 
Pine Crest Rd NC E7-?7 Surrey Rd N 
K 2 Woodbine St AU C 2 
X 7 Woodbine Ter Au C 2 
D 5 WOodohester Dr CH DlO 
"P 3 Woodohester Lane CH DlO 
J!' 9 Woodoli.tf Rd NR G 7 
Ell Wood :End Rd NR "P 6 
B 5 Woodland Rd Au C3-D3 
G 7 Woodland Ter A.u C 2 
C 4 Woodlawn Drive CH DlO 
D 9 Woodman Rd CH no 
D 3 Woodrow Av B'v A 7 
G 6 Woodside Rd lfv D 7 
li'l.0-11 Woodward St lfR-W F6-G6 
G 5 ifoi'th Cir N C 6 
G 5 Wright Rd II B 6 
B 8 lfylteman Rd W1J D 5 
E8 W;yloreRd W "14 
G 8 Wyman St W F 5 g ~ Wy-omi.ng Rd Nv A 7 
Pine Grove Av LP El- .2 SWan Av Wl'f 
Pine Ridge Rd W F 5 Sweet St UJ' 
A6~ Yorlr: Rd W :r 4 
H 5 
I'OSTAL DISTRICT ABliRl!VIATIOIIS J.DDUIOIIAL STRFFTS 
!" Newton W Waban A..l.ba Cir N C 9 
Nv Ne-wtonville UJ' Upper J!'alls 
WN West ll.ewton NR Newton Highlands 
A.lba.Jl1 St lfv B 8 
Glazer Rd NC "P 8 
Au Auburndale NC llewton Centre Bardell Rd lfC H 9 
Ll Lower Palla CH Chestnut Hill Whi tlowe Rd WN B 4 
l 
~raa.rora.. tta. lUi ~ 6 
Brae burn Path 1m D 4 
Braeburn Rd Au C4-D4 
Braeland Av IIC E8-J'B 
Braemore Rd II Bl 0 
Brantwood A.v NC X ? 
Bratt Ct 11 BlO 
Brewster Rd lfH l 6 
Briar Lane Ilv C 7 
Bridge Bt II A 7 
Bridges A.v Nv C 6 
Brierfield Rd 1111 G 7 
Bristol Rd 1f1f D 6 
Broadwa7 Nv B 7 
Broadway fer NT B 7 
Brook: St II B 9 
Brookdale Rd NY A 6 
Brookline St CB-NC K9-10 
Brooks A.v lfv B6-c6 
Brooll:slde Av Nv B6~ 
Browning Rd NC l 8 
Bruoe Lane ll' D 9 
Brush Bill Rd 1lB H 7 
Bullough F~ Nv D 7 
Bunker Lane WN B 6 
~ C1r If C 8 
:Burdean Rd :JC R 9 
Burnham Rd 1111 D 6 
:Burns Tar Bv B 7 
Burnside Rd Nli l 6 
Burr Rd NC D 7 
Burrage Rd BC D 8 
Burton Av B B 7 
Bttswe 11 Plr: B C 9 
Buttriok Bt WlJ B 3 
Butte St lT1 H 6 
Byfield Rd W E 6 
Byrd Av 1111 B 6 
CRdyBC K3 
Cabot St Bv-B C 7 
Cabot Ct 1Jv C 7 
California St N-B? A7-6 
Calvln. Rd B? C 6 
Cambria Rd WN A 6 
Camdon Rd J.u C 3 
Cannon St liB H 7 
Canterbury Rd NH G 6 
Capitol, St B A 8 
Carl St liB H 7 
Carleton st ll" B 9 
Carlisle P1 NC Y 9 
Carlisle Bt NC l 9 
Carl ton Rd W 13-4 
Carolln.e Pk:: W E 6 
Carter St Bv C 8 
Carthay Cir 1IB E 7 
Carver Rd JR l 6 
Caulfield Cir lfC X 2 
Caus.,&y Au C 2 
Cedar St BC D8-E8 
Cedrio Rd IC 7 8 
Central A.v Bv B 7 
Central Close Au C 3 
Central St Au C 3 
Central fer A..U C 3 
Centre .&.v B B 9 
·centre St a--BC-BB B9-G7 
Chamberlain Rd B ClO 
Champa at lT1 H 6 
Chandler Pl. UJI H 6 
Chandler St B J. 7 
Channing Rd BC D 8 
g=,d 8\/ ~~.! 
Chapel at B J.7-B8 
Charlemont st li'H H6-7 
Charles St A..U D 2 
Charles at 11R G 6 
Charleebank: Rd B B9-10 
Charlesbanll: Tar II B 9 
Charleeden Pk lfv C '1 
Charles River Tar li'H K 6 
Charlotte Rd NC X 7 
Chase Av Wll A 6 
Chase St BC l' 8 
ChaekB Av Au B3-c3 
Chatham Rd mr Y 6 
Cheever Av NO no 
Chene7 Ct UJI H 6 
Cheney St Ul R 6 
Cherr7 Pl 1m B 6 
Cherry St Wlf J.6-c6 
Cheale7 Av lh B 7 
Chesley Rd NC E 8 
Cheater St BB l 7 
Chesterfield Rd "111 D 4 
Chestn ut St W-U C6-R5 
Chestnut Tar IIC E 9 
Cheatnut Hill Rd CH Ell 
Chestnut Rill Tar CR Ell 
Cheswio k: Rd Au C 3 
Childs Way- B A 8 
Chil tern P1 UJI G 6 
Christina St 11R H6-K7 
Churoh Rd B B 9 
Churoh St lf B 9 
Churohill St Nv B 7 
Churohill Tar lfv B 7 
Ciroui t Av 1IH G 6 
Ciroumferential Hghy C 2 
C! ty Hall Drive NC D 7 
Claflin Pl Nv C 7 
Claremont St B C 8 
Clare1..d. .. m St Nv C B 
Clarlt Rd Wlf J. 6 
Clarll: St NC 1'7-GS 
Clark: Tar Nv C 6 
Clearwater Rd E 2 
Clements Rd If D 9 
Cleveland St D B 4 
Cliff Rd lT1 H 6 
Clifton Rd NC no 
Clinton Pl. NC D a 
Clinton St If B7-6 
Cloelia Tar lfv 0 7 
Clovelly Rd CH ElO 
Cloverdale Rd BR-IIC G 7 
Clyde St Bv 0 7 
Cobb Pl W l 3 
Coohituate Rd BH .r 6 
Colbert Rd WN D 6 
l!..l.m ~"C Wl'l 
Elmore St R"C 
Elmhurst Rd B 
El.mwood Pk: lfv 
Rl.Jawood St B 
Ellsworth Rd 0 
Emerald S t B 
Emerson St If 
Emmons st Wlf 
Rndioott St NR 
Erie Av NH 
:lean: Rd CR 
Eatabroo![ Rd Wlf 
Evelyn Rd W 
Evergreen Av An. 
:lvergreen Ter Au 
Everest Rd B 
Everett St NC 
Rxeter St 1m 
:b:moor Rd NC 
l Rdy lfC 
J'airfar st U 
Jairfleld St Bv 
J'airl.ee Rd W 
hirlee fer W 
hirmont Av B 
:Pair Oaks Av Bv 
.Pairview St B 
:Pairview Ter WN 
hirway Drive WN 
Jlal.mouth Rd D 
:rarlow Rd N 
}'armington Rd WN 
:rarquahar Rd lfv 
:Pa.rwell st Nv 
:Paron St B 
:Pa7ette Pl B 
layette St B 
7ellemere Rd BC 
:Pel ton St Wlf 
7enno Rd BC 
.Penwiok Rd W 
l!b-<J6 
D 8 
BlO 
c 7 
B 9 
J. 6 
B 7 
B 9 
J. 6 
l 6 
G6-7 
Ell 
D 6 
E 6 
C2-D2 
D 2 
c 8 
!8-9 
D 6 
D 9 
K 2 
D 6 
c 6 
l 6 
l 6 
c 9 
A 6 
BlO 
c 6 
B6-6 
A 6 
ClO 
J. 6 
B7-8 
J. 6 
J.8 
J. 8 
J. 8 
D 9 
c 6 
! 7 
l 6 
Dll -3 
E 6 
c 4 
J. 6 
A 6 
Ell 
l 7 
l 7 
n-o7 
B 6 
GlO 
J. 6 
D 3 
c 6 
1'6-'1 
J'ern St Au 
:rernoro:tt Rd W 
:rernwood Rd 0 
:resaenden Lane n 
:ressenden St Nv 
l1rth St CH 
.Pisher Av liH 
l'loral Pl. BH 
J'l.oral St NH 
l'lorenoe Ct Nv 
J'l.orenoe St NC 
:rord.ham Rd Wll 
Forest Av Au 
:rorast A.v WB 
.Porest St NB 
7oreat Grove Rd Au 02 -B3 
:roeter st Nv 
:Jountain St D 
:rox Lane 1'0 
Yo:z: Pl. lfC 
J"ranoes St BH 
l'ranois st NC 
l'rantlln at N 
!'redan& Rd 'II 
J'lrtderio k: St Nv 
l'redetta Rd NC 
l'reeman St Au 
l'nller Av WN 
Fuller St W-WB 
Jluller Ter Wlf 
J"tlrber La.ne NC 
J'llrbush Av Wlf 
:rurneea P1 An. 
B 7 
c 6 
H 8 
H 8 
G 6 
D 9 
C9-10 
E 6 
c 7 
X 3 
B3-c3 
J. 6 
D4-6 
J. 6 
! 8 
B 6 
c 3 
.K. Hdy NC 
Kaposi& St AU 
Keefe Av u:r 
Kelley Av WN 
X:elveden Rd W 
Kempton Pl WB 
Kendal Tar B 
Kendall Rd lfC 
Kenilworth St N 
Kenmore St NC 
Kenna th 8 t IfH 
Kenney Pl W 
Kenrick Pk N 
Kenrick St N 
Kensington Av Wlf 
Kensington St Nv 
Kent Rd W 
Kenwood Av NC 
Kenyon St D 
Kewadin Rd W 
Keyes St WN 
Kilburn Rd WN 
Kimball Tar Nv 
King St Au 
Kingman Rd NH 
Kingsbury Rd CH 
Kingston Rd 1m 
Kingswood Rd Au 
Kinmon th Rd W 
Kirkstall Rd Nv 
Knowles St NC 
Kodaya Rd W 
L Rdy NC 
La:ta;rette Rd LJ' 
Lagrange St NC 
La![e Av Au 
Lake Av NC 
Lake Ter NC 
Lakeview Av Nv 
Lakewood Path NH 
Lakewood Rd NH 
Lanoaster Rd N 
La0.gdon St N 
Langley Rd NC 
Lansing Rd WN 
Lantern Lane NC 
Laroh Rd W 
Larchmont Av W 
Larlr:in Rd WH 
Larkspur Rd W 
Lasell St Au 
Laudhol..m Rd N 
Laurel Av WN 
Laurel St NC 
Lawmarisea Rd W 
Lawn Av Nv 
Lawrence Av CH 
Lawrence Rd CH 
Ledges Rd The NC 
Ledgewood Rd NH 
Lee Rd CH 
Leeson Lane NC 
Leewood Rd NB 
Leighton Rd Au 
Lenglen Rd N 
X 2 
B 3 
H 5 
A 5 
l 4 
c 6 
B 9 
G 8 
D 9 
l 7 
H 6 
E 3 
c 9 
ClO 
J. 5 
B 6 
E 4 
D7-R7 
B 4 
F 6 
A 6 
B 5 
c 7 
c 3 
F 7 
Ell 
F 6 
B 2 
F 4 
c 7 
F 9 
l 6 
K 2 
E 1 
no 
D 3 
p 7 
F 7 
D 7 
F 7 
p 7 
D 9 
c 8 
E8-l!'9 
D 5 
G 8 
E 4 
p 6 
c 4 
F 4 
D 3 
c 8 
A 4 
! 7 
E 6 
A 7 
ElO 
ElO 
! 9 
G 7 
Ell 
F 9 
H 7 
D 2 
B 8 
C6-D6 
c 6 
D 4 
Lenox St WN 
Leonard Av Nv 
Lealie Rd AU 
Lewis St N 
Lewis Ter lf 
Lexington St WN-Au 
Lill AV "WN 
Lincoln Park St W1f 
Linooln Pl WN 
Lincoln Rd N 
Linooln St BH 
BS-ca 
B 8 
B 3 
B 4 
c 6 
c 5 
G Rdy 1IC X 2 Lind Rd WN 
B 8 
G 6 
B 4 
B 5 
H 6 
BlO 
Gail Rd Lr :r 2 Lindbergh Av WN 
Gambie·r St Au B 4 Linden St U1' 
Ga.aaona Rd W' E 6 Linden Ter N 
Gannon Ct 0 B 6 Linwood Av Nv B6-A7 
H 9 
B 5 
F 4 
p 8 
c 5 
A 5 
Garden Rd 1J C 9 Littlefield Rd NC 
Gardner at 11 B8-9 .. Llewellyn Rd WN 
Garland Rd 110 E 7 Loo Ita Rd W 
·Garner St 110 D 9 Loolr.sley Rd NC 
Garrison St CH DlO Loohood Rd WN 
Gaabarri Av lfC G 9 Lodge Rd WN 
Gate Rouse Rd CH Ell Lombard at N 
Ga7 St lfv C 7 Longfellow Rd Ll' 
George St B" C 9 Longmeadow Rd NC 
c 5 
! 3 
X 9 
Gerard C t WB C 6 Longwell Rd w 
Gibbs Ct 11C E a Longwood Rd CH 
E 3 
I'll 
D 8 
D 9 
~i~~~~t R~t lf~ C 7 Loring St NC 
Glaetonbuey O't'al W i ~ ~~;~~R~irNC w 
Glen .A.v NC E9-:r9 Loa Angeles St N 
Glen Rd 11"0 l 9 Lothrop St lfv 
E 3 
J.8 
B 7 
Glendale Rd BC DS-9 Lowell Av Nv 
Glenmora Tar HB G 6 Lower :ralls Ft7 
D6 - B7 
Glenwood Av B"C :r 8 Luoae Ct vm 
Goddard St BH H7-r1 Luoille Pl t1J' 
L:P P 2 
c 5 
G 6 
E 8 Goff at LF I 2 Lyman St NC ~:~: :!r W' 11 ~ ~ Lyme Rd WN 
Gould Rd Au D 3 
Gould Rd W' 7 4 
Gratton St l'fC ! 8 
Grall'llD Rd BC D 9 
Grand View Tar 111 0 6 
Grant Av NC D9-:!9 
Gront St 1111 B4-6 
GraBII.ere St 1f BlO 
Gra7 Biroh Tar lfv C 6 
Gray Clift Rd NC X 9 
Gra;ydale Cir A..U C 3 
Gra;yaon Lane L:P :1 2 
Great Meadow Rd NC G 8 
Green Park: 1f C 9 
Green Ct B B 8 
Green St B B 8 
Greenlawn Av NO ! 7 
Greenough St WB C4-D4 
Greenwood Av WB' C 6 
Greenwood st BC R9-XB 
Gre7loo lr: Rd. Nv c 6 
Grove St LJI-A.u C3-JI2 
Grove Hill Av Bv D 7 
Grove Rill Plr: lfv D 7 
Gro?e Hill Path 1Jv D 7 
Groveland St Au C 3 
J.6-B5 
liRdyNC X2 
Madison Av Nv C 7 
Kadoo St NC :r 9 
Magnolia Av N 010 
Mague Av WN B 4 
Vague Pl WN B 4 
llaguire Ct Nv B 7 
llalia Ter CH El2 
Malvern Tar Au B 2 
Manoheeter Rd BB :r 7 
Kandalay Rd NC D9 -10 
llanemet Rd NC D7-E7 
llanet Rd OR DlO-ElO 
Manhattan Rd WN B 6 
llanha tten Ter WN B 6 
Kani toba Rd W :r 4 
Manor Rouse Rd NC D8-Ea 
Yaple Av N B 9 
llaple Cir B B 9 
Yaple Pit: BO F 9 
Maple St Au C3-D3 
Kaple St N A 9 
lle.ple Ter Au D 3 
lole.ple ·Ter B B 9 
Maplewood Av NC G 9 
llaroellua Drive NC R 8 
.llargaret Rd BH G 6 
F 
G 
H 
K 
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ARdyNC K~ 
Abbott 8t U1' H 6 
Aberdeen St D G 7 
Aoaola Av CH Ell. 
AoadeiDJ Rd N C 8 
.&.dame AV D A4-B6 
Adame Ct N B 7 
Adame St 11' A7-B8 
Adams · Ter If B 8 
Adell.a A.v WN B6-6 
Adena Rd Wll B 6 
Agawam Rd W E 3 
llban Rd 1f P 3 
Albemarle Rd Bv A6 -:86 
Albion Pl NC E 7 
Albion St BC E 7 
Alden ct 1m B 4 
Alden Pl - WI B 4 
Alden St NC D 8 
Alderwood Rd NC D 8 
Alexander Rd NB G7-8 
Algonquin Rd CH DlO 
.lllen J.v W ~ 6 
Allen Pl WN .C 4 
Allen ~er BB 'P 7 
Allerton Rd BE li'C J'7-6 
.lll1eon st B A B 
Allston St Nv C 6 
Amherst Rd W G 6 
Angier Clr AU D 4 
Anita Clr 1J G 6 
Annapolis R4 D A 6 
Am>awan Rd 11 l 4 
An\onell.ie Clr . BC X 2 
!:::~:ro;;t~d 8t clc ~1~ 
Uapahoe Rd Au D 4 
Arbor Rd W1l A 6 
.Arden R4 lf.,. D 6 
.Ardmore Rd D C 4 
Ardmore Ter 'll'f C 4 
Arlington St B B9-clO 
Armory St Q C 6 
Arnold Rd BC K 8 
Arundel Tar 11 A 9 
Asoenta Ter D C 6 
Ash 8t Au C 3 
Aehoro:f't Rd BB G 7 
Asheville Rd L7 E 8 
Ashford Rd BC D 9 . 
.lshmont Av n-lfv B 7 
Ashmen t Rd W E 6 
Ashton J.v !10 E '1 
Aspen Av Au D 3 
Athelstane Rd BC l 8 
Atherton Pl L:P l 2 
A.tltinson St LJI E 2 
Atwood J.v lfv C 1 
Audubon Dr NC Hl.O 
Auburn st D-Au C2-..4 
Auburn Ter Au C 4 
Auburndale A'Y .&.u-D C 3 
Austin St Nv-D C6-7 
Avalon Rd W E 6 
Avon Pl N B 9 
Avondale Rd NC D 9 
BRdy NC X3 
Baoon Pl. UJ G 6 
Baoon Rd Nv B 7 
:Baoon St If B 9 
Badger Pl. Nv C 8 
Bailey P'l Nv B 7 
Baker Pl LP E 1 
Baloarres Rd D C 6 
Baldpate Hill Rd NC KlO 
Baldwin St H B 9 
Ballerd 8t NC D 8 
Barbara Rd D A 6 
Barnes Rd B BlO 
Barnstable Rd 1m D 6 
Barrieau Ct l'fv B 7 
Bartlett Ter l'fC 7 9 
Beaoh St Nv B 7 
Beaoon P'l l'fC E 8 
Beaoon St E3-ll 
Beao onwo od Rd Irll E 7 
Beaumont Av ltv D 7 
Beall: Lane BC G 9 
Beeoh St 11 A 8 
BeeOhoroft St l'f ClO 
Beeoher Pl NC 7 9 
Beeoher Tar NC l 9 
Beethoven Av W 1!:6-1'6 
Bellevue A.v •orth Au D3 
Bellevue A.v South A.u D3 
Bellevue St B B8...C9 
Bellingham 8t Nil P 6 
Belmore PI!:: L:P E 2 
Belmont St B BlO 
Bemis Rd Nv A. 6 
Bemis _st Bv A. 6 
Bemuth Rd NB G 6 
Bennett St A.u C 3 
Bennington St II' B9-<:!9 
Berkeley Pl A.u C 3 
Berkeley St D D 6 
Berkshire Rd Bv D 7 
Berkshire Rd WB A. 6 
Bernard Lane W 7 6 
Bernard St BB K 6 
Bertrand Rd A.u ]) 4 
Berwioi: Rd NC l 7 
Beverly Rd lfB l 7 
Bigelow Rd D D 6 
Bigelow Tar ·B' A. 9 
BilliJliSB Pk B B9-<l9 
Biroh Hill Rd ltv C 6 
Bishopsgate Rd 110 R 9 
Blao ll::stone Tar 11' ClO 
Blake St Nv C8-D8 
Bli thedale St Nv C 7 
Bolton Rd II'? c 6 
Bonad Rd WJf D 6 
Bonaire Cir W E 3 
Bonita St D A. 6 
Bonmar c ir Au D 4 
Bontempo Rd JfC K 3 
Benwood st 11-. C 7 
Border St D C4-6 
Bothteld St NC D 7 
Botsford Rd NO Kl.O 
Boulder Rd NC H 7 
Bound Brook Rd D H 7 
Bourne St Au c 2 
BowRdJfC 79 
Bowdoin St lfH l 6 
B"owen St NC E 8 
Bowers St Bv C 7 
Boyd 8t 1'1 A8-9 
Boylston Rd lfH G 7 
Boylston St Pll-G6 
Braoebridge Rd BC R 1 
Braot:ett Rd II' D 9 
STREET INDEX 
Colbert ~ Rd East 0 D 6 
Colby St 1'1 D 8 
g~i:~ ~~ ~~ I ~ 
Colgate Rd LP E 2 
College Rd CB ElO 
Collins Rd W 74-6 
Colman St D B 5 
Colonial A.v lfV A. 7 
Colum.bia J.v BB G6-H'7 
Columbia J.v OJ' G 6 
Columbus Pl WJf c 6 
Columbus St BB l 1 
Columbus Ter BB l '7 
Co11111omrealth A.v 02-Dll 
Oo.mmonweal.th Pi: liC D '7 
Commonwealth ftWestNO D7 
Conoolor A.v B C 8 
Concord St LJ El-1'2 
Considine Rd NC K 2 
Converse A.v B' C 9 
Conway A.v Nv B 7 
Cook St B JB-B8 
Coolidge Rd NO D 9 
Copley St H BlO 
Corey St NC no 
Cornell St LJ E 2 
Cotswold Tar NO E 8 
Cottage ct' N B 7 
Cottage Pl Wli B 6 
Cottage st UJ' G6-B6 
Cotter Rd W E 6 
Cotton St N D 9 
Cottonwood Rd DC X 9 
Country Club Rd BC X 9 
Court St Nv B 7 
Cousens Cir NC E 9 
Coyne Rd W E 6 
Crafts St Bv-D A.6-B8 
Cragmore Rd UJ' G 6 
Craigie Tar Bv D 6 
Crehore Drive L:P E 2 
Cresoent A.v NC E8-PB 
Crescent Sq lf B 9 
Cresoent St D-An C 4 
Crooker Cir 0 C 6 
Croftdale Rd lJC X 9 
Crofton Rd W l 4 
Crosby Rd OR ElO 
Cross St Wlf C 6 
Cross Rill Rd liC K V 
Crown St A.u 0 3 
Crystal St BC E 7 
Cumberland Rd D 0 4 
Cumml.Jlge Rd IIC D .6 
Curtis St NB G 7 
Curve St 0 C 4 
Cushing St 11H P 7 
C;vpress St B'C l 8 
D Rdy BC 
Dalby Bt 1'1 
Dale St B'v 
Dalton Rd BC 
Dana Rd W1i 
Danehill Rd Nil 
Danle1a St B'C 
Dartmouth St Wlf 
David Rd BH 
Davis A.v n 
Davie Ct D 
Davie St ft 
DIQ' 8t Au 
Dearborn St W!l 
Dearborn Tar WN 
Deoatur St ll'v 
Dedham 8 t BC -BH 
Def'oreet Rd LJ 
Deland St llv 
Delmore Rd liB 
Dennis Pl. NO 
Derby St WI 
Devon Rd NO 
Devon Ter NO 
Devonshire Rd W 
Dexter Rd :Sv 
Dio ll::erman Rd BR 
Dl.x Lane Pty WB' 
Dolan A.v Wlf 
Dolphin Rd BC 
Doroar Rd NO 
Doria Cir B 
Dorr Rd B 
Dorset Rd W 
Douslaa 8 t Wli 
Dover A.v Bv 
Drew Rd 110 
Druid Hill Rd 11H 
Drumlin Rd BC. 
Duane A.v n 
Dudley Rd IIC 
Duffield Rd Au 
Duncan Rd WB 
Dunoltlee St lfR 
Dune tan 8 t Wli 
Dunster Rd CH 
Durant 8t II 
Duzbucy Rd IIC 
Dwhinda Rd W 
K 3 
A 8 
c 7 
E 9 
A 6 
H 7 
p 8 
D5-E6 
G 8 
115-<:6 
c 6 
c 6 
D 4 
B 4 
B 4 
A 6 
G7-K9 
I! 2 
c 8 
Q 6 
D 7 
A4-B6 
E 9 
E 9 
14-6 
D 7 
Q 6 
D 6 
c 4 
DlO 
no 
c 8 
ClO 
1!3-4 
c 4 
B 7 
HlO 
H 7 
H9-K9 
B 4 
G9-Kl0 
c 2 
c 4 
p 7 
c 6 
J!'ll 
ClO 
G 8 
p 3 
BRdyiiC K2 
laat Boulevard Rd BC: D 9 
Rastbourne Rd B'C D 9 
Eastham Rd 110 n o 
East Quinobequin Rd W J'3 
!ast Side Pley B C 8 
Ea_sy St liB G6-'7 
l!ddy 8t W1i B6 -<:6 
Eden A.v D B6...C6 
l!dl<efield Rd 1J P 4 
Edgehill Rd CH E 9 
Edsewa ter PE AU B 3 
Edgewood Rd Wlf B 4 
Edinboro Cir Bv B 7 
Edinbt~ro Pl 11v B '7 
Edinboro St :Sv B 6 
Edinboro Tar Nv B 6 
Edward Rd Wl'l A. 6 
Elberta Tar Au C 3 
Eldridge St N B 9 
Elinor Rd lfB G '7 
Elsin St BC l 9 
Eliot A.v WB :86-6 
Eliot Pl. B B 9 
Eliot Memorial Rd B 010 
Elizabeth Cir WN D 6 
Elliot Pl U1' H 6 
Elliot St BB-U7 H6-G6 
Elliot Ter UJ' H 6 
Ellie Rd Wlf D 6 
Ellie St U1' G 6 
Ellison Rd 110 D 7 
ELm Ct Wli B 6 
ElmRdNv 07 
HRdyNC K2 
Hagar Path LP l 2 
Hagen Rd 11C G 8 
Halcyon Rd BC 1 8 
Hole St U1' H 6 
Hell 8t 1'1 B 9 
Rallron Rd LP E 2 
Hamilton St L:P r 2 
Hamlet St NO l 9 
llemlin Rd NC D 8 
l!emmell Pl IIC GlO 
B&IIIDOnd St CH El 0-1'11 
l!emmond Pond Plcy NC 110 
Banmondswood Rd CH El 0 
Hampden Tar B'C D 7 
Hampshire. st ·n D 6 
Ranoooll: Av BC E '7 
Hanoooll:: St AU C3-D3 
Hanson Rd NC K 2 
HerdilliS 8t 0 A 6 
Hargrave Cir NR E 7 
Harold Tar 1m B 4 
Harring-ton St Bv B6-c6 
Barrie Rd WN B 6 
Harrison St BB G 6 
Hartford St NB G 1 
Hertmann Rd NC H 9 
Harvard Oir Nv C 8 
Harvard St Nv C 7 
HarYey Pl. WB C 4 
Hetfleld Rd Wli A 6 
Hawthorn St lf B7-8 
Hawthorne J.v A.u D 3 
HeyRdBC K2 
Heyden Ct N B 8 
Raynes Rd NO G 8 
Hazelhurst A.v U A 6 
Hazel ton Rd NC D 7 
Hazelwood .Av n A. 6 
Heatherland Rd BB H 7 
Helene Rd W E 6 
Hemlooll:: Rd "07 G 6 
Renshaw P1 0 B 6 
Henshaw St Wlf B 6 
Henshaw Ter Wll B 6 
Hereford Rd W E 4 
Hereward Rd lfC l 9 
Hermon Ter lf B 9 
Rerrioi: Rd lfC 1 8 
Hersey st BB G 1 
Hibbard Rd .If B 9 
Hioll:ory Cliff Rd. UP G 6 
Hioll:s Pl. D C 4 
Bioll:s st n c 4 
Higg1n8 8t Au C 3 
High 8t IIH H 6 
High 8t U1' G 6 
Highland Av Bv--11N C6-7 
Highland P~ llv c 7 
Highland 8t llv-1JN D5-6 
Highland Tar Bv C 1 
Rlsh Roo i: Ter BC 1110 
Billorest Cir W :r 6 
Hillside A.v n c 6 
Hillside Lane U:P H 6 
Hillside Rd liB J 7 
Hillside Ter D C 6 
Hilltop 8t II C 8 
Binoll:lee Rd W l 6 
Robart Rd NO D9-E9 
Hobart Ter lfC I 9 
Holden Rd WB B 6 
Rolland St B C 8 
Hollis St ll B 9 
Rolly Rd W 11: 4 
HoLman Rd Au D 4 
Romer St NC E7-8 
Homestead St W :P 6 
Homewood Rd W l 4 
Hood St B ClO 
Hope St Au D 4 
Roamer Cir WN C 6 
Hovey St B" B 9 
Howard St lf B 8 
Howard St WN B 6 
Howe Rd NO B 8 
Rowland Rd WB D6 -6 
Howley A.v BC R 8 
Hull St Bv D 7 
Hunnewell St B BlO 
Hunnewell Cir B BlO 
Hunnewell Ter 1'1 BlO 
Hunter St WN C 6 
Huntington Rd ll 010 
Hurley P1 BC G 8 
Hyde Av N C 9 
Hyde St BH 1 7 
Illford Rd W 
Indiana Ct UJ' 
Indiana Ter U1l' 
Indian Ri48e Rd BC 
Industrial Pl. UJ' 
Intervale Rd J"C 
Ionia St A.u 
Ipewioh Rd IIR 
Ireland Rd BC 
Irving Rd W 
Irving St BC 
Irvington St W 
Irwin Rd w 
Islington Pll: An 
Islington Rd Au 
Ithaca Cir Ll 
Ivanhoe A.v D 
Iv&Dhoe St B 
p 6 
H 6 
H 6 
H 3 
H 6 
F 9 
c 3 
p 7 
D 9 
~ 4 
D 9_ 
p 4 
p 4 
c 2 
B2-<l2 
E 2 
A 6 
D 9 
JRdy!IC K2 
Jao kson Rd B A.B -BB 
Jaoll::son St NO G 9 
Jackson Ter N B 8 
Jacobs Ter BC X: 9 
Jaoonnet st~-!IB H6-'7 
Jaffrey Cir 'I R 6 
James St WN B 4 
Jameson Rd B c 9 
JaneRdl'fC H8 
Janet lid NC D 8 
Jaseet St B A. 8 
Jefferson St I B 9 
Jenison St Nv B 1 
Jepsen Ot WB B 6 
Jerome Av D A. 6 
Jewett Pl B A 9 
Jewett St B B 8 
John 8t NC G 9 
John Eliot Path CB DlO 
Johnson Pl. Au C 2 
Jones Ct B B 8 
J osselyn Pl NB G 6 
Judki ns Path Bv B 7 
Jud ltina St Nv B '7 
Junip er Lane Nc H 9 
5 
,. ,, 
c 
~t./ 
0 > _, 
CEMETERY 
7 
t 
\ 
r 
SALIENT POINTS OF LOCAL HISTpRY• 
16~4: The Newton l!!lrea was granted to Cambridge by the 'General Court. 
16M: The f.irst recorded settler, SataUel Hdll;~t, came to Newton. 
16~:~r n:~~t" is:~~~ ·;i~t;~tio~h;~i~:;np~l":~ent set~ler, bu~l t a house 
1646: John Eliot preached to the India.ne at Chief Waban' a wigw8l!J,. on 
the elope of NonantUJD Hill. It .as the first protestant missionary 
effort in America. · 
1~61' Newton, then called Cambridge Village, became a separate ecole-
siastioal unit with the right to have a parish of its own. 
1664: The first ohuroh was erected at the corner of Centre anri Cotton 
1M4: The first pow~< mill in Cambridge Village anpeared at the .iunc-
tion of. Mill &: Walnut Su This remained :in operation till about 1A72. 
!:~3:1~~b~;~f~1!f!~a~t ~~8 w~8~~~f1 t~~fi~l!tiy t~ ~~;~ ~~'Cam~;~~~~~s 
1679: The first town meeting was held. . 
1688: Cambridge Village was granted complete independence. 
1688: The first mill was built at Upper Palls. It was a saw mill. 
1691: The name, Cambridge Village, was chanl!:erl to Newt.owne. 
1701: The first school houses were built, one in Oak Hill and the other 
in Newton Centre . 
1704: An iron works became the first factory in Lower Falls. 
1760: The first mill in Nonantum was a paper mill built at this time 
the Charles River. 
name }Jewton, became officially accented in place of Newtowne 
The West Newton parish became a separate ecclesiastical unit. 
The first library, the West Parish social library, was organiz'ed. 
Susanna Rawson opened in Newton the first female seminary in the ~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~i~~f,::~~i States. Boylston St. was constructed as a private enterprise to become a turnpike to Worcester. l8l~t The first fire company, the Contract F.nJ!;ine Company, was OrJ!an-ized at Lower Falls. 
1811'5: The first post office was established at Lower Falls. 
18?.5: The Newton Theolo!'!;ical Seminary was started. . 
18 .~4: The railroad was opened from Boston to West Newton running three 
· daily in each direction. 
of the southern end of Newton was ceded to Roxbury. 
~~~o~~vi:r~~a~~o~e~~~li~~o i~e~a~~~i i;~s ~einl! formed to con-
part of Newton known as Chemical Village was oerled to 
of Wal 
normal school was built in West Newton. 
co,on1'"'"• Aqueduct was built thrCuJ!h Newton. 
Charles River RR was built from Brookline to Needham passinJ!: 
the cen 
Charles River RR was built from Brookline to Needham passing 
the Centre, Hil'!;hlands, and Upper Falls. 
Newton schools were changed over to the graded system . 
high school department was or~anized in the Centre School. 
definite vote was re)!istered aP-Qinst division of the town. 
A high school building was P.rected in Newtonville. 
A horse railway was built from West Newton to 111al tham. 
The first newsPaper, the Newton Journal, was published. 
The Newton free library was started. 
A superintendent of schools was appointed for the first time. 
The Newton Graphic was started. 
On Nov. 4,the last town meeting was held, and on Jan. 5 of the 
BRIGHTON 
became a oi ty. 
were taken over by the city. 
The Waban Hill q,eservoir was built by the city. 
The Sudbury Aqueduct was built through Newton. 
Newton Hospital was opened. 
Circuit branch of the Boston & Albany J{R. wFJs built takinl!: 
of the Charles River RR. . 
first electric l .ine was built running from Newton tQ Waltham 
Gm,..onw••al·th Av was built. • 
main line of the B&A RR was depressed. 
schools werechanJ!ed over to the junior high svstem. 
first regular bus line replaced trolleys from Newton Hi~h­
St. 
Hall was 
PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS 
Allison Park N A B 
Auburndale Pk and Plgd B2-3 
Bray Park NC F. B 
Bowen Soh Pl gd NC G 9 
Boyd Park N A 8 
Bullough Park Nv D 7 
Burr Playground N B 9 
Cabot Park Nv C B 
Centre Green NC E B 
Claflin Field Nv C 7 
Cold Spring Playground NH F 6 
Crystal Lake Park NC F 7 
Eden Avenue Playgroun« WN C 5 
Edmunds Park N C8-D8 
Elnerson Soh Playground UP G 6 
Farlow Park N B ~ 
Hammond Pond Park NC FlO 
Hawthorn Playground Nv B 7 
Hemlock Gorge ReservationUF G5 
Horace Mann Soh Playground B 6 
Hyde Park NH P 7 
Islington Park Au C 2 
Kenrick Park N C 9 
Lincoln Park WN C 5 
Linwood Park Nv B 6 
Lowell Park Nv B 7 
Low~ll Av Playground Nv D 6 
Loring Park N D B 
Lower Falls Park LP E 1 
Lower Falls Playground LP E 2 
Metropolitan Parks Chas. River 
Newton Centre Playground NC EB 
Newton Hi¢1lands Plgd NH G 7 
Newtonville Playground Nv B 6 
Norumbega Park Au C 2 
Nye Park Au C 3 
Oak Hill Playground NC H 8 
Paul Park NC P 8 
~~~;aii:y~~~~o~d UF ~ ~ 
~!~~1iiie~:se:Vation CH ~1~ 
Waban Playground W F 4 
Warren School Playground WN D4 
Edwin S. Webster Park NC F 9 
Weeks School PlaygroUnd NC F B 
West Newton Playground WN C 5 
Williams Soh. Playground Au D~ 
Wolcott Park Au C 3 
Wolcott-Burr Park Au C ~ 
LIBRARIES 
1 Main Library N 
2 Nonantum N 
3 Newtonville Nv 
4 25 Chestnut St WN 
5 37 6 Auburn St Au 
6 677 Grove St LP 
7 Hyde School NH 
B Beacon St W 
• 
Margin St WN 
Marion St WN 
Marlbore st H 
Marshall St ... NC 
Marvin Lane NC 
Mary Ellen Rd W 
Ya.rY1J19~t Rd Au 
Mason Rd NC •. 
Ms.reh:tield Rd NO 
Mayflower Rd CH 
Mayflower Ter NH 
\laynard s~ Wll 
.McCarthy Rd NC 
Meadowbrook: Rd NC 
Mechanic St UF 
Meigh Rd CH 
Melbourne Av Nv 
Melrose Av Au 
Melrose St Au 
Melville Av Nv 
Memori(ll Drive NC 
Mercer Rd LF 
Meredith Av NB 
Meredith Rd N 
Merrill Rd NC 
Merton St N 
Metacomet Rd W 
Middle St N 
Middlesex Rd CJI 
IUddlese:z: Cir CH 
Midl&nd Av N 
:ift0~t Rd NV~C 
Miller Rd NH 
Milo St WN 
Milton AV WN 
Mil ton St WN 
Minot Av Au 
Minot Pl Nv 
Moffat Rd W 
Monadnoo k Rd CH 
Montclair Rd W 
Montrose St N 
Montvale Cree NC 
Montvale Rd NO 
Moody St NC 
Moorfield Rd CH 
Moreland Av NC 
Morgan Pl N 
Morley Rd NC 
Morrill St WN 
Moree Rd Nv 
Moraeland Av NC 
Morton Rd NO 
Morton St NC 
Mosman St Nv 
Moee:tield Rd W 
Moulton St LF 
Mt. Al.vernia Rd CH 
Mou.ntfort Rd NH 
Mt. Ida St lf 
Mt. Ida Ter N 
Mt. Vernon St WN-Nv 
Mt. Vernon Ter Nv 
Jlullen Ot BH 
llunroe St Nv 
Murphy Ct N 
c 5 
B 5 
ClO 
EB-9 
K 2 
E o 
D ~ 
D 8 . 
G 8 
ElO 
F 5 
, A 6 
K 2 
K 8 
H 6 
Ell 
A 7 
c 3 
c 3 
A 7 
D 7 
E 2 
G 6 
B 9 
DlO 
BlO 
E 5 
B 8 
Fll 
Fll 
A 8 
D 4 
D7-B 
G7~ 
A 4 
A 4 
A4 
D 3 
B 6 
E 5 
E 9 
E 5 
D 9 
E 9 
E 9 
GlO 
Fll 
F 7 
A 8 
E 8 
A 6 
D 8 
D 8 
D 7 
D 7 
A 6 
F 3 
F 2 
DlO 
F 6 
B 9 
c 9 
c 6 
c 6 
G 7 
c 8 
B 8 
c 4 
c 4 
K 2 
D 3 
Murray Rd WN 
Murray Ter WN 
Myerson Lane NC 
Myrtle Av Au 
Myrtle st Au C4-D4 
STREET INDEX 
Plainfield St W 
Playa t ead Rd N 
Pleasant St NC 
Pleasant St,.. WN 
Plimpton Rd' WN 
Plymouth Rd NH 
Pond Av N 
Pond St I 
Pond BrooK Rd NC 
Pondwa.y Rd N 
Pontiac Rd W 
Potter St N 
Prairie Av Au 
Pratt Drive WN-Nv 
Prentice Rd NC 
Prescott St Nv 
Prince St WN 
Prine es a Rd WN 
Princeton St N 
Priscilla Rd CH 
Proctor St Nv 
Prospect Av Nv 
Prospect Plr Nv 
Pro epee t Pl WB 
Prospect St WN 
F 5 
BlO 
E7-EB 
B 5 
c 5 
F 6 
A 8 
A 8 
HlO 
c 8 
F 3 
B 8 
c 4 
A 6 
D 9 
D 7 
D 5 
B 5 
c 8 
ElO 
B 6 
D 7 
D 7 
c 4 
c 4 
Pro epee t Ter Nv 
PuddingStone Lane NC 
Pulsifer St Nv 
D 7 
KlO 
c 7 
Pu.ri tan Rd NB 
Putnam St WH 
Quidnic k: Rd W 
Quincy Rd CH 
Quinobequin Rd W-LP 
Quirlr: Ct N 
F 6 
c 5 
E 4 
ElO 
F 4 
B 8 
RRdyNC K2 
Radcliff Rd W G 5 
Raeburn Ter NH F 7 
Ramsdell St NB G 5 
Rand Ter Au c 3 
~~~~~~~ ~~ R ! ~ 
~~;e~dRdNC WN ~ ~ 
Raymond Pl WJi B 5 
Read Ct NC E 9 
Redwood Rd NC K 9 
Regent St WN C 6 
Regina Rd Au C 3 
Regira Ter Au C 3 
Remiok Ter N BlO 
Reservoir Av CH Ell 
Reservoir Drive CR DlO 
Rioe. St NO E B 
Richards Oir WN A. 6 
Richardson Rd UF' G 5 
Richardson St N B 9 
Richfield Rd WN 0 5 
Richmond Rd N 08-9 
Ricker St N ClO 
Ricker Ter N Cl 0 
Rider Tar Au C 2 
Ridge AV NC P 8 
Ridge Rd W F 3 
Ridgewa.y Ter :rm G 6 
Sycamore Rd NC 
Sylvan Av WN 
Sylvan Rd W 
Sylvester Rd WN 
Syracuse Rd LF 
T Rdy NC 
Taft Av WN 
Talbot St WN 
Tamarac Rd UF 
Tamworth Rd W 
T~rle ton Rd NC 
Temple St WN 
Tennyson :EM WN 
Terrace Av NR 
Thaxter Rd Nv 
Theodore Rd NC 
Thomas St WN 
Thornton Pl N 
Thornton St N 
Thurston Rd UF 
Tirrell Cree NC 
Tolman St WN 
Traverse St Nv 
Travis Drive CH 
Tremont St N 
Trin1 ty Ter NC 
Trowbridge Av Nv 
Trowbridge St NC 
Troy Lane W 
Truman Rd NC 
Tudor Rd CH 
Tudor Ter Au 
Turner St Nv 
Turner Ter Nv 
Tyler Ter NC 
Underwood Av WN 
Union Path NC 
Union St NC 
Unity. St Au 
Upham St WN 
Upland Av NH 
Upland Rd Nv 
Upland Rd W 
K 9 
D 6 
F5-6 
A 5 
E 2 
K 2 
A 5 
B 5 
G 5 
F 5 
E 7 
D4-G5 
D 4 
F 7 
A 7 
G 8 
B 5 
B 9 
B 9 
G 6 
KlO 
H 
DlO 
B9-10 
E 8 
c 7 
F 8 
E 6 
G 8 
ElO 
c 3 
B 7 
B 7 
E 8 
A 4 
E 8 
E 8 
D 3 
B 5 
H 7 
D 7 
F 5 
Valentine Pk: WN 
Valentine St WN 
Valley Springe Rd N 
Van Rooaen Rd NO 
Varick: Rd W 
D 5 
D 6 
ClO 
K 2 
F 3 
F 3 
E 2 
F 6 
G 7 
B 9 
D 7 
H 9 
A 6 
B 5 
KlO 
D 8 
D 2 
D 3 
H 8 
Varick Hill Rd W 
Vassar Rd LF 
Vaughn Av NR 
Verndale Rd NH 
Vernon St N 
Victoria Cir NC 
Village Cir NO 
Village Rd Nv 
Vincent St WN 
Vine St NC 
Vineyard Rd NC 
Virginia Rd Au 
Vista Av Au 
Voss Tar NC 
Ripley St NC :P8-9 Waban Av W F3-4 
Ripley Ter NC F 8 Waban Park: N B 8 
Risley Rd WN D 6 Waban St N B 8 
River Av U7 H 6 Waban Hill Path CH DlO 
River Path Au C 2 Waban Hill Rd OH DlO 
River Pl W :P 3 Waban Hill Rd N. CH DlO 
River St Wlf B4-5 Wabasso St Au B 3 
lf Rdy NO I{ 2 Riverdale .lv Au A 8 Wachusett Rd OR E 9 
Nahanton St NC K a Riverside Rd Au D 2 Wade St NH G 7 
Nantuok::et Rd BR ·1' 6 Riverside St-~ Au D 2 Walden St Nv C 6 
Nathan Rd NC D 8 Roberta Av Nv B 6 Waldorf Rd NH-011' G 6 
Neal St LP E 1 Robin Dell Au D 3 Wales St LF :P 2 
Needham St NB-UF H 6 Robinhood St Au C 4 Wallrer St Nv B6-c6 
~=~~=r T;~ ~; ~ ~ ~~~~~:!~r p~d J g ~ ::i!:~ e p:;k W: ~ ~ 
Nehoiden Rd W :P 4 ' Roc k:land St :rm H 6 Walnut Pl Nv c 7 
Nashoba Rd W E3-:P3 'Rockland St N A 8 Walnut Pl NH G 7 
Nevada St Nv A.7-B7 Roc k:ladge Rd BB G 7 Walnut St NH-NC-Nv B7-G7 
Newbrook Cir · No HlO Roolrwood Ter Au C 2 Walnut Ter Nv B 7 
Newbury St NC E 7 Rogers St If ClO Walnut Hill Rd NH-lfC G 8 
118wbury Tar lfC E 7 Rogers St NC -rm: F 7 Walsh Rd NC K 2 
Newell Rd AU C 3 Rok:eby Rd W F 4 Waleingba.m St L:P ! 3 
Newland St Au D 2 Rol.&nd St NB H 6 Walter St NC G 8 
Bewtonville Av Nv C7-B9 Rolling Lane NC HlO Waltham St WN A.5~6 
Niolteil'son Rd NC HlO Roosevelt Rd NC G 8 Wa.meeit Rd W E4 -P4 
Niles Rd NH P 6 Rosalie Rd NC X 9 Ward St NC-cH DB-10 
Noble St D A 4 Rose Drive WN B 4 Ware Rd Au C 3 
Nobeoot Rd NC D 9 Roslyn Rd W E 6 Warren Av WH 0 6 
Nod Hill Rd NH H 7 Rosamere St Nv B 7 Warren Rd NC E 6 
Nonantum Pl 11 B 9 Rotherwood Rd NC F 8 Warren St NC E 9 
Nonantum Rd lf BlO Rou.ndwood Rd U!' G 6 Warren Tar NC E 9 
Nonantum St N ClO Rowe St Au 03-4 Warwick: Rd WN B5-6 
Borman Rd rm: P 7 Rowena Rd HC P 8 Washburn Av At: 03-4 
Normandy Rd Au C 4 Royal Cir Au 0 4 Washburn St N A 8 
Borth St NC D6-E6 Royce Rd BC D 7 Washington Av WN A 4 
North St Bv A 6 Ruane Rd WN D 5 Washington Pk: Bv C 7 
North8ate Pk WN B 6 Rumford Av WN A 4 Washington St Bl0-!'2 
Norwood Av NC F 8 Ruee"3ll Ot lfv C 7 Washington Ter Nv B7-c7 
Norwood Av Nv 0 B Russell Rd N B 9 Water St NC E 8 
Nottingham St NC D 9 :::~~!1 S~d lf WN ! ~ :: ~:~;~: ~~ N AS~~ 
0 Rdy NC K 2 Rutgers Rd LF E 2 Wauwinet Rd Wlf D 6 
Oak: Av U B4-c4 Ruthven Rd N C 9 Waverley Av N D9-Bl0 
Oak St UJ' . H5-6 Ryan Ot WN B 4 Waverley Pl LF P 2 
Oak: Tar NB :P 6 Webster Ot NC E 8 
Oalr:oli:tf Rd Nv D 6 S Rdy NC K 2 Webster Plr: WN C 4 
Oakdale Rd NO -NH G7-8 Saoo St U7 H 5 Webster Pl WN C 4 
Oak: Hill St NC K 9 Sagamore Rd NB F 6 Webster St WN 04-6 
Oalt.land Av Au C2-D2 St. James St N B 9 Wedgewood Rd WB B 6 
Oakland St N B 9 St. Jamee Ter N BlO Weir St .lu C 4 
Oak:leigh Rd N BlO St. Mary' a St LP E 1 Weldon Rd N B 8 
Oalmlont Rd NC G 9 Salisbury Rd N c 8 Wellington Ter N B 9 
Oak: Ridge Rd Au D 3 Samoeet Rd W E 3 Wendell Rd NC H a 
Oak: Vale W E 5 Sargent Pk lf C 9 Wenham Rd NH F 7 
Oakwood Rd Nv D 7 Sargent Bt N c 9 Weneley Rd W F 4 
Oakwood Rd Au D 2 Saw llill Brook: Pk::y NC K2 Wesley St N B 9 
Oakwood Ter NC D 7 Saxon Rd NB 7 7 Wessex Rd NC D 8 
O'Connell Rd NC X 2 Saxon fer NH l 7 West St B A8-B8 
"Ohio Av UP' H 5 Scarsdale Rd Nv D 7 W. Boulevard Rd NC D 9 
Old Colony Rd CH ElO School St N B 9 Westbourne Rd NC D 9 
Oldfield Rd NC G a Sootne:v Rd lfC no Westchester Rd N C a 
Old England Rd CH ElO Scofield Drive NV A 6 Westfield Rd WN 0 5 
Old Farm Rd NC K 9 Scribner Pll:: Au B 3 Westland AV WB B 6 
Oldham Rd WN .D 4 Selden St W 1' 6 Westland Ter WN B 6 
Old Orchard Rd CH ElO Seminary Av Au D 3 Westminster Rd NC 1 9 
O'ld Winchester St NH H 7 Seton Hill Rd Au D 4 West Pine St Au B 3 
Oliver Rd W G 5 Sewa.ll St WN D 5 Westview Ter WN C 4 
Omar Ter Nv B 7 Shady Hill Rd NH G 7 Westwood St WN C 4 
Orchard Av W 1 5 Shamrock: St N B 7 Wetherell St 011' H 6 
Orchard Av WN B 5 Sharon Av Au C 4 Wheeler Rd NC H 8 
Orchard St N B 9 Shaw St WB C 5 White Av NC PS-G8 
Orient Av NC E 7 Shawmut Pk UP H 5 White Oalr: Rd W E3-:P3 
Orr Mart Nv B 7 Sheffield Rd Nv D 6 White Pine Rd UF G 6 
Orris St Au B 3 Sheldon Rd NC G B Whitney Rd Nv D 7 
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CHAPTER VIII 
NEWTON TODAY 
Eighty years have passed since the first mayor of Newton7 the 
honorable James F. C. Hyde, delivered his inaugural address . The groHth 
and vitality of this city of gardens has been amazing and also a l ar ming . 
The present mayor of Newton, Howard Whitmore, Jr., in his inaugural ad-
dress admitted candidly that our city is expanding too rapidly. The 
influx of population in the last 15 years has created complex problems 
that few cities of this type and size have to cope with. NeHton is 
slowly losing its suburban form and is being transformed into a crowded 
and overpopulated city. 
The author realizes that to the casual observer who visits the city 
of Newton for a short period these ~rds will sound distorted and exagger-
ated. On the surface, especially in the spring and the summer, Newton 
has changed very little. But a closer analysis of the situation and the 
observance of countless new homes and the rise in population will uncover 
problems of a l arge magnitude. 
Since the end of 1..Jor ld \.Jar II the population of Newton ha.s increased 
b'<f approximately 9 ,000 persons, from 77,000 to an estimated 86,000, and 
today Newton ranks eleventh in population in the CommonHealth. 
Coinciding with the 12 per cent gro•~h in population, since 1945 
the city has had a 28 per cent increase in the school population. Ne1non 
now has the fourth largest school system in the state. Such an increase 
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has necs:site.te~,~f-~o~~ss: a g : ea t expansion of school housing =~ '79 
facilities. Consequently, since 1947 approximately $7,000,000 of capi- : 
I 
tal funds have been borrO\ved and expended to erect nine neH buildings 
and four building additions. These have provided 131 classrooms, kinder-
gartens, several all purpose rooms, auditorilms, and other modern facili- I 
I 
ties. 
These ne>v f acilities are illustrations of the effects of our popu-
l ation growth since Horld War I. Hore people, more homes,more streets, 
more children require more police and fire protection, added recreational 
areas, increased health services, welfare assistance, library fe.cili ties, 
assessing, street maintenance, ~~bbish and garbage collection, water, 
and m~my other additional services. 
As can be expected from this array of civic responsibilities, gen-
eral management and fiscal problems in turn have become greater. Many 
of these requirements have been met, But the job is far from finished. 
To further complicate the picture, especially from the financial view-
point was the fa.ct that during this era inflation was ra..'llpant and the 
purchasing povrer of the dollar declined steadily a.nd severely. 
Novr let us look at Newton's financial condition. It is not quite 
as rosy as most everyone imagines, although the picture is certainly far 
from dismal. In view of recent expansion demcmds and activity, the 
funded debt has increased substantially. In 1947 it was approximately 
$4,700,000. At the close of the year 1953, it was 285 per cent greater--
$13,500,000. An analysis of the composition of this debt according to 
purposes for '"hich bonds were sold indicates about 48 per cent is for 
school purposes, something less than 40 per cent for street and seHer, 
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and the r est is divided among miscellaneous groups. The deb~ -~er ~al:i ta-l 
rose from $59 to $158, and there was a personal property valuation in- 11 
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crease of 30 per cent. Although eleventh in popula tion, Newt,on ranks 
fourth in assessed weal th in Massachusetts • . 
Within the next few months the city will be connected for Metropoli-
t an District water. Nei.fton' s existing water mains, however, a re not 
capable or la.rge enough to carry sufficient pressure to insure an ade-
quate supply at all times throughout t he city. A program of replacement 
of mains is going to co1nmense soon to improve protection against fire and 
provide a full supply of water for household and commercial use. 
Relative to school construction needs, the Ne"'rton School Department 
estimates that the peak elementary student load will be in 1958 when it 
vrill reach 10,000 pupils, which compares with a present ele-nentary enroll-
! 
ment of 8,737. The overall peak load in all Newton schools is estimated 
to reach 17,706 in 1962, compared 1dth 14,084 today . A new Junior High 
School on the South side of the city , comparable to the \.feeks Junior High 
School in Newton Centre, is schedQled to be built next year and will cost 
somet-rhere in the vicinity of $1,800,000. 
Serious as the current debt picture may appear, the city of Newton 
continues to enjoy the highest rating in financia l circles, which is dem-
onstra ted by the fact that it recently enjoyed one of the lowest interest 
r a tes awarded to any borrowing municipality in Massachusetts during 1953. 
This reflects the historically high calibre of municipal management which 
Newton has fortunately had throughout its history, the outstanding 
character of its citizens, the stable earnings of the people, the substan-
tial nature of its citizens , the f avorable t ax rate over many years, and 
jl 
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the fine national repute.tion of its schools. 
A brief breakdown of the annual operating expenses of Newton Hill 
give the reader a purview of the sizable amount of mon~ which is handled 
every year qy this city's government. Total gross expenditures in 1947 
were $10,618,000 compo.red 'rrith an estimated $15,700,000 last year. All 
the departments of Newton reflect this increase in the city's budget. 
The Street Department budget increased from $1,280,000 to $2,300,000 dur-
ing this period. The School Department's budget increased from 
$1,732,000 .in 1945 to $4, 330,000 in 1953. The cost of education per 
pupil in Newton ranks fifth among the l arger communities of the state. 
Although there has been compe.r atively little mention of Newton's 
industries, this is not any indication that Newton is not an active in-
dustrial city. Since 1921 the industrial development of Newton has been 
carefully planned by the city 1 s leaders. Today there are some 84 "blue 
chip11 industries i n the city. These are concerns which have been in op-
eration for a number of years. They have a reputation for making a relia- j 
ble product, for paying good wages, and for hHving good working conditions Ji 
They are industries which could withstand the handicap of a depression J 
or hard times much more easily than the non-essential industries. Con-
sequently, these industries are called "blue chip" to indicate stability 
and solid value. 
The city of NeHton is very careful e.bout the plants that it lets 
into the city. The industrial planners of Ne1-rton have been well aware 
of the severe damage that can be caused by a depression, and so they have 
designed Newton's growth to avoid just such a situation. The majorit~· 
of this city's f actories are small. They have been operating for many 
. 82 
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, years, and their products a re reliable. Therefore, should har d times come I 
to this country, Newton would be able to meet this emergency. If one or 
II 
t wo small plants were forced to close down, the number of unemployed would 
not be l arge enough to damage seriously the city's economic life. 
Another safeguard to protect the city from becoming too industrial-
ized is the zoni ng l aws established in 1921, which allow industry only 
one and seven tenths per cent of the land in Ne;.rton. Ninety-seven per 
I' cent of all the 18 square miles that are included within the boundaries 
I. have been set aside for private homes. 
II Newton' s citizens can well be proud of this city of beautiful homes 
II 
I' and gardens. 
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APPENDIX A 
I NDIVIDUAL AND GFDUP ACTIVITIES 
1. Individual Activities 
1. Make a time chart showing the important events in the history of Ne1-1-
ton . 
2 . Show the 2" x 2" color slides of Ne;.rton which are available at the 
Newton Audio-Visual Department. (This collection is an excellent 
assortment of snapshots of our community. These slides, arranged Qy 
village, show city buildings, places of worship, schools , housing, 
maps, business districts, historical sites , recreational sites, and 
homes .) Then get the students into a discussion of the community in 
which they live. 
3. Show the 3! x 4" glass slides which a re available at the J ackson 
Homestead. (Call Mrs. Madeline Arnold.) These slides show the his-
torical pl aces in Ne>vton. These pictures may result in a class dis-
cussion of historical Newton. 
4. Write an imaginary story. Compare the differences between methods of 
moving to Newton in the 1630's and the 1950's. Describe the journey, 
equipment taken, and anything else that might prove interesting and 
informative. 
5. Read the . short story, New England Colonial ..lliurn, by Marcelle Laval 
II 
I 
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: Duffe. (It can be obtained from Mrs. Madeline Arnold at the Jackson 
I 
Homestead.) Prepare an oral book report to give before your classm.a tes. : 
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6. Visit the Jackson Homestead, and report Hhat you learn about colonial 
life to the class. 1i 
7. Visit the City Hall and interview the head of the Department of ReCI·ea_ll 
tion so that you may ·report to the class what you learn. 
8. Visit the Community Council on Union Street in Newton Centre, and find 
out what services this group has to offer the citizens of Nevrton. 
9. Prepare a large map of Newton for the bulletin board. On this map 
locate as many recreational areas and facilities as possible. 
10. Interview the director of the Young Men's Christian Association 
(Y.M.C.A.), and report to your classmates what services this agency 
has to offer. 
11. Interview your priest, minister, or rabbi and find out the opportu-
nities your church or temple has to offer its members. You may pre-
sent your findings to the class orally or may me~e a written report. 
II 
I! 12. Make a time line of Newton's history. On it show the development of 
:, 
II 
transportation as it rela tes to Newton. 
13. Visit Newton City Hall and find out hm.r many 8.utomobiles are owned 
qy citizens of Newton. Interview automobile dealers to find out how 
many cars were sold in 1952. Make a report of your findings. 
1 14. Visit the Nemon Trade School and find out what it does to prepare 
students for their future occupations. Prepare a written or oral 
report of '1-rhat you learn. 
15. Cons truct a graph which will show the growth of Newton's school popu-
l a tion from 1700 to 1952. 
16. Interview a neighbor who has recently moved to Nevrton and find out 
why he chose this city for his residence. 
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17. Make a chart or diagram showing the present picture of Newton's 
govern.'llental departments. 
lg. Visit Newton City Hall and talk to the mayor or one or more of the 
department heads. Try to find out what their responsibilities are, 
and report your findings to the cl as s . 
19. Visit the Newton Police Department in West Newton and talk with Chief 
II Purcell. Find out jus t what the Police Depa rtment does to enforce 
JJ our l aws. 
I 
I 
I 
20. Visit any one of the ten fire stations and talk with the captain in 
charge. Find out what particular assignment is carried out qy tha t 
station. 
21. Interview Chief Cochoran in Newton Centre's Fire Station and get an 
overall picture of the operations of Newton 's Fire Department. 
2 . Group Activiti es 
l. Write and produce a pl~-Y tha t will sho·.-r t he attractiveness of Newton. 
2. Prepare a panel discussion on the topic: "1•Jhy Newton Attracts 
People to the City. 11 
3. Visit a half-dozen or more of the eighty-four "blue chip" industries 
in Newton, and find out why the owners settled in Newton, wha t they 
produce, how it is made, where the r aw materials come froi!l., and where 
the fini shed products are shipped. 
4. Prepare a bulletin board to show wha. t foreign countries are repre-
sented in the popula tion of present-day Newton. (This assignment 
could be done on a. world map with strings leading to Newton.) 
5. Make a photographic journe,y around Newton taking pictures of the 
1/ 
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most outstanding scenes and historical l anci"D.arks. Make a bulletin 
board display with these pictures. 
6. Prepare a panel discussi on on the t opic : "The Contributions of Rev-
erend John Eliot . 11 
7. "\-Trite and produce a play that ~dll point out the reasons for the first 
I 
I, 
settlers ' coming to Newton. 
II 8. 
I 
Visit a dozen or so Newton Churches to find out what recrea tional 
f acilities they offer to their members. This information may be given 
in booklet form, on a bulletin board, or in a panel discussion before 
the class. 
9. V.Tri te and produce a play that -will shaH the differences bet,veen educa-
tional methods of the eighteenth century and those of today. 
10. Present a round t able discussion that ¥rill point out the differences 
I 
I ji ll. 
.I 
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113. 
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between educational methods of the eighteenth century and those of 
today . 
Present a debate on the subject, "Resolved, that education in the 
eighteenth century was better than present-day education." 
To show the varied activities of people in our city , set up a table 
display of containers or products which are grown or made in Newton. 
Visit a dozen or so "blue chi!J 11 industries in Newton. Talk to the 
managers and find out what you can about what they produce, how it is 
made, ·-rhere it is shipped, etc. Malee a bulletin boa rd disph7 of pam-
phlets and pictures the manager might give you. 
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APPENDIX B 
THE BLUE CHIP INDUSTRIES OF NE\·!TON 
Advance Machine Tool, Inc. 
86 Winchester Street, Newton Highlands 
Manufacturers of Carbide Tools, Machine and Textile Parts 
PJnerican Durafilm Company 
2300 I•Jashington Street , Newton Lm-Ter Falls 
Protective Coa.tings 
American Precision Dial Company 
339 Auburn Street, Auburndale 
Precision Inst~~ments 
American Thread Company 
173 Needham Street, Ne1-1ton Highlands 
Cotton Threads, Wool and '\>Torsted Yarns, Combed Cotton Yarns 
Anchor Post Products, Inc. 
40 Needham. Street, Newton Highlands 
Fence Hanufacturers 
H. N. Anderson Co., Inc. 
383 Boylston Street, Newton Centre 
l,fel-Bult Overhead Operating Doors 
Bachrach, Inc . 
44 Hunt Street, Newton 
Photographers 
Barber-Cole.11en Company 
435 Ne'hrtonville Avenue, NeFtonville 
Temperature Control Equipment 
Beacon Plastics Corporation 
82 Needham Street, Ne1non Highlands 
Plastic Products 
Black and 1.Jebster, Inc. 
445 Watertown Street, Newton 
Precision Instruments 
Ed1-1ard Blake Company 
·437 Cherry Street, West Newton 
Tools, Tool Holders 
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I 271 Califo1~a Street, Newton 
Knit Good Nanufacturers 
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Buick Hotor Division, General Motors Corpora tion 
157 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Parts 11/"e.r ehouse 
Chapin Medical Supply Co., Inc. 
70 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Medical Supplies 
Chase and Company 
969 Nash Street, Newtonville 
itTindoH Shades, Storm Hindows 
Clayton Manufacturing Company 
441 V.Taterto·~m Street, Ne"l-rton 
Manufacturers Clay ton-Kerrick St eam Cleaners 
P. N. Condit 
75 Union Street, - Ne,-rton Centre 
Dental Supplies 
Davidson Fan Company 
123 California Street , Newton 
Ventilator Manufacturers 
Deerfoot Farms l'1ilk Company 
225 Needham Street, Neh~on Upper Falls 
Cre&~ery Products 
Doelcam Co~poration 
56 Elmwood Street, Ne"l-rton 
Precision InstnLment Manufacturers 
The Dunleary Company 
87 Rumford Avenue, West Newton 
Card Index and Filing Supplies 
Eastern Industries, Inc. 
15 Riverdale Avenue , Ne1-1ton 
Pump Manufacturers 
Electronic Heating Corporation 
66 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Electronic Heating Units 
L. W. Ferdina.nd & Co. , Inc. 
18 Mica Lane, Neh~on Lower Falls 
Marine Glue I 
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Freeman-Carderloup 
45 Border Street, West Newton 
Builders Finish 
Futurity Thread & Eastern Yarn Co. 
59 Chapel Street , Newton 
Thread and Yarn Manufacturers 
The Gamewell Company 
1238 Chestnut Street, Newton Upper Falls 
Fi re Alarm - Telegr aph Manufacturers 
George F. Grant Co., Inc. 
25 Ka111pton Place, 1.Jest Newton 
Hachine Shop 
L. Charlton Greene Company 
314 {ashington Street, Newton 
Radio Parts 
\.J. M. Gulliksen Mfg. Co. 
59 l.Jalnut Street {rear), Newton Lm.,rer Falls 
Molding Manufacturers 
Haart z Auto Fabric Company 
3 Bridge Street, Newton 
Rubberized and Coated Fabrics 
Ha.rlow-Imrie Corpor<J tion, Inc . 
49 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Waterproofing 
Highland Mills Company, Inc. 
21 Needham Street, Ne\-rton Highl;_mds 
Hay , Grain, Feed 
E. C. Hillia rd Corporation 
59 EL111wood Street, Newton 
Sheet Met al Contractors 
Home Specialties Company, Inc. 
355 Boylston Street, NeHton Centre 
Awnings, Screens, Storm Doors B.nd \tlindm-rs , Venetian Blinds 
,Jarrell-Ash Company 
26 Fari·Tell Street, Ne>-rtonville 
Optica.l Instrument s 
Jenny Manufacturing Company 
250 Boylston Street, Ne~~on Centre 
Ga s and Fuel Oil, Main Office 
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Leeds & Northrup Company 
430 Lexington Street, Auburndale 
Hea.suring Instruments 
J ames H. McManus 
244 Neeili~am Street, Newton Highlands 
Ice Cream 
Merchants Card Company 
47 Elmwood Street, Newton 
Greeting Cards 
Melloripe Banana Company 
285 Newtonville Avenue, Newtonville 
Distributing Center 
Charles E. Merr-.f, Inc. 
9 Cedar Street, NeHton Centre 
Food Products 
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. 
1330 Centre Street, Ne~~on Centre 
Scotch Tape 
H. B. Morse, Company 
18 Mica Lane, Ne~~on Lower Falls 
\~ax 
National Biscuit Company 
80 Rowe Street, Auburndale 
Biscuit Company 
National Research Corporation 
160 Charlemont Street, New'ton Upper Falls 
Electronic Research 
Newton Awning Company , Inc. 
861 Washington Street, Ne~~onville 
Aimings 
Newton Brick and Cement Compar;w 
195 California Street, Ne>,rton 
Brick Manufacturers 
Newton Memorial Art Company 
Nonantum 
New England Advertising, Inc. 
82 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Calendars and Varisigns 
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New England Concrete Pipe Corporation 
100 Needham Street, Nevrton Highlands 
Concrete Products 
Nelv England Spun Silk Corporation 
381 Elliot Street, Ne~~n Upper Falls 
Yarn Manufacturers 
Old Colony Knitting Mills , I nc • 
40 Gl~n Avenue, Newton Centre 
Sweaters, Sports Apparel 
Overhe~d Door Sales Company, Inc . 
55 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Overhead Doors 
Pantos Canvas Corporation 
251 Washington Street, Newton 
Canvas 
Paramount Home Improva~ent Corpora tion of N. E. 
2300 Hashington Street, Newton Lower Falls 
Porches, Storm Windows 
Parker-Danner Company 
71 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Steel Scaffolding 
T. Passarini Company 
7 4 Needham Street, Ne v-rton Highlands 
Dog and Cat Food Manufacturers 
Phillips Card Company 
50 Hunt Street, Newton 
Greeting Cs.rds 
Polymer Corporation of P.a. 
445 Hatertown Street, Newton 
Plastics 
Press Wireless Manufacturing Co . , Inc. 
25 Prospect Place, West Newton 
Radio and Radar Transmitters 
Proctor and Schwartz, Inc. 
275 Needh&~ Street, Newton Upper Falls 
Textile Hachinery 
Raytheon Mfg. Company 
55 Chapel Street, Newton 
Electronics 
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Equipment Engineering Blo~. {Raytheon Mfg. Co.) 
148 California Street, Newton 
Reiss Associa tes 
49 Elmwood Street, Newton 
Plastic Laminating 
Retailers, Inc. 
2262 Va.shington Street, Newton LoHer Falls 
Ice Cream 
Arklay S. Richards Company, Inc. 
72 Winchester Street, Newton Highlands 
Thermocouples 
Riverside Tool and Die Co., Inc. 
2300 1.J'ashington Street , Newton Lower Falls 
Tool and Die Manufacturers 
Rohmer Wood Scouring Company 
149 California Street, Newton 
Wool Scourers 
Rose-Derry Corporation 
95 Chapel Street, Ne~~on 
Mattress Manufacturers 
Security Mills, Inc. 
24 Munroe Street, Newtonville 
Knit Goods Manufacturers 
John Sexton Company 
143 Needham Street, Newton Highla.nds 
Wholesale Grocers 
Sharpe Plastics 
339 Auburn Street, Auburndale 
Plastics 
Sherman Paper Products, Corp. 
156 Oak Street, NeHton Upper Falls 
Paper Products Manufacturers 
L. A. Sprague 
17 Perkins Street , West Newton 
\food Products 
A. B. Stanley Company, Inc. 
114 Florence Street, Chestnut Hill 
Scientific Laboratory Equipment, Chemical Fume Hoods 
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1 Storre-~.Joodward, Inc. 
~~============---
181 Oe~ Street, Newton Upper Falls 
Rubbar Products 
Sunshine Biscuits, Inc. 
141 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Biscuit Company 
Charles Supper Company 
28 Union Street, Newton Centre 
Camera Manufacturers 
Sykes, Inc . 
70 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Wire Card Clothing and Textile Machinery Repairs 
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 
151 Needham Street, Newton Upper Falls 
Electronics Manufacturers 
Tractors, Inc. 
130 Needham Street, Newton Highlands 
Tractors 
U cini te Company 
459 Watertown Street, Nerrton 
Electronic Assemblies 
S. A. I.Jhi te & Sons 
36 Bridge Street, Newton 
~lire Fences 
\Hld e.nd Stevens, 'Inc. 
45 Industrial Place, Ne1,rton Upper F'alls 
Printers 1 Rollers, Mach:I.nery 
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APPENDIX C 
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES IN NEWTON 
1. Playground areas in Newton 
1. Albemarle 20 . Lol-rell Avenue 
2. Allison 21. Thomas J. Lyons 
3. Angier 22. Horace Mann 
4. Boyd Park 23. Richardson 
5. Hilli a'll C. Brewer 24. Stearns School 
6. Bulloughs Pond 25. Thompsonville 
7. Burr Playground 26. Ne~~on Upper Falls 
8. Cabot Park 27. Victory Field 
9- Carr School 28 .. Ward School 
10. Cold Springs 29. Webster 
ll. Crystal Lake 30. John T. Weeks, 1-!est Newton 
12. Eden Avenue 31. Wellington 
13. Ed.mands Park 32. Williams School 
14. Emerson School 33. F. A. Day Jr. High 
15. Franklin School 34. Claflin Field 
16. Hawthorn 35. Levi Warren Jr. High 
17. Gobinet Hurley 36. Weeks Jr. High 
18 . Joseph E. Lee 37. Temple and Berkley Streets 
19. Nev..rton Lower Falls 38. River Street, West Newton 
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2. Summary of the Recreational Facilities 
Operated by the Newton City Recreation Department 
1. 38 Recreational Areas 
2. 34 Areas in active use 
3. 4 Undeveloped areas for future use 
4- 29 Supervised Playgrounds 
5. 2 Bathing Areas 
6. 3 Large Skating .Areas (weather permitting) 
7. 35 Tennis Courts - Clay 
8. 13 Hard-Surface Tennis Courts 
9. 18 Baseball Diainonds 
10. 37 Softball or Junior Baseball Fields 
11. 16 Outdoor Basketball Courts 
I' 12 . 
1
1 
13. 
li 
I! 14. 
15. 
I, 11 16. 
I• 
11 17. 
I 18. 
18 Fireplaces for Picnic Parties 
3 Recreational Buildings 
2 Bathhouses (also used as warming houses for winter skating) 
1 Warming House and Check House 
2 Storage Buildings 
5 Small Comfort Stations 
13 School Buildings Used for Recreation 
I ---,..---- -! 1/ Annual Report QU Recreation, Recreation Department, City of Newton, 
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3. Recreational Activities Available in Newton-
l. Archery 26. Knitting 
2. Badminton 27 . Knot Hole Gang 
3 . Baseball 28. Metal craft 
4. Ba sketball 29. Paddle Tennis 
5. Bat Ball 30. Pag eantry 
6. Bathing 31. Papercutting 
7. Bean...jBag Games 32. Parchesi 
8. Captain Ball 33. Parties 
9. Checkers 34. Picnics 
10. Coasting 35. Puzzles 
ll. Cooking Club 36. ~uoits 
12. Costume Making 37. Sand Box Play 
13. Dancing 38. Scouting 
14. Dodge Ball 39. Swing 
15. Dominoes 40 . Skating 
16. Fist ball 41. Skiing 
17. Fold Dancing 42. Snowshoeing 
18. Foot ball 43 . Social Dancing 
19. Furniture Repair 44. Story Telling 
20. Gardening 45. SwLmming 
21. Handcraft 46. Tennis 
22 . Hiking 47. Tobogganing 
23. Horseshoes 48. Touch Ball 
24. I ce Hockey 49. Trips 
,, 
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'· 25 r.; f"' S a ving 50. Woodcraft 
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4. Newton Community Council, Member Organi zations-
Business and Professional 
1. Chamber of Commerce 
2. Dental Society 
3. Medical Club 
4. Ministers' Association 
5. Newton Teachers' Federation 
B. Character Building and Educational 
1. All Newton Music Club 
2. Boy Scouts, Norumbega Council 
3. Family Service Bureau 
4. Girl Scouts, Ne1-rton Local Council 
5. New England Peabody Home 
6. Rebecca Pomroy House 
7. West Newton Community Center 
8. Y • . M. C. A. 
9. Y. M. C. A. Homen's Auxiliary 
C. City DepHrtt"llents 
1. Board of Public Welfare 
2. District Court 
3. Free Library 
4. Health 
5. Police 
9. Recreation 
7 . School 
8. Veterans' Service 
D. Civic 
1 . League of Women Voters 
E. Health 
1. New~on Nutrition Center 
2. Newton Visiting Nurse Associa tion 
II; 1/ Directory of Ne,.,.ton .Agencies, Clubs, and Organizations, Newton Co~munity Council, 1952, pp. 39-40. 
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· · 3. Ne•rton Tuberculos1s and Health AssocJ.atJ.on 
I 
'I 
" 
4. NeHton-\vellesley Hospital 
5. N ewton-\-lellesley Hospital Aid Associs.tion, Inc. 
F. Improvement Associa tions 
1. Newton 
2. Newton Centre 
3. Newton Lower Falls 
4. Newtonville 
5. Nonantum Improvement Council 
6. Oak Hill 
7. Oak Hill Park Association 
8. \{a ban 
il 
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3. Rotary 
4. Zonta 
J. Social 
1. Newton Newcomers' Club 
K. Women's Clubs 
1. Auburndale Women's Club 
2. Community Service Club of Newton 
3. Federation of Women's Clubs 
4. Newton Centre Women's Club 
5. Ne wton Community Club 
6. Newton Upper Falls Com.muni t y Club 
7 . Ne wtonville 1Jomen 1 s Club 
8. Oe.k Hill Pa rk \.!omen 1 s Club 
9. Review Club of Aubi1rndale 
10. Socia l Science Club 
11. \<Jaban Women's Club 
~I 
I' 
·I 
J! 
I 
1 2 . \-Jes t Nerrton Uomen1 s Educa tional Club 
13. \.{omen's Club of NeHton Highlrmds 
L. Miscellaneous 
1. Council of Churches 
2. Colincil of Church vJomen 
3. Red Cross 
4. Stone Institute 
------- ------ -~
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SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Brimblecom, J. C., How Newton 1.§ GQve;rned, Graphic Press, 1915. 
A complete description of the government of Newton. Contains items 
concerning all city depar~~ents. 
Brimblecom, J. C., Newto:u, Garden City ..Qf the Com.rnonwealth, Graphic Press. 
A brief sketch of the expansion of the city with biographies of the 
individuals who helped to make this grovTth possible. 
Drlll.-wond, C. A., Newton, the City Beautiful , 1630-1930. 
Program for the Ne'~on Tercentenary Pageant held at the Newton 
Centre Playground, May, 1930. 
Esterbrook, H. H., (ed.), Historv of the Newton Fire Department, 1897. 
A complete history of the fire department from its beginning in 
1812 to 1897. 
Hurd, Hrunilton, (ed.), History of Middlesex County, Massachusettg, 
Vol. III, J. W. Lewis Co., Philadelphia, 1890. 
Accounts contributed qy prominent residents of Newton. Biographical 
sketches and illustrations. 
Jackson, F., History of the Early Settlement of Newton, Stacy and 
son, Boston, 1854. 
I Richard- 1 
I 
His tory of NeHton, Massachusetts, from a town to a city, from its ! 
earliest settlements to 1800. Good f actual material. I 
Newton Federation of vlomen' s Clubs, The Mirror of Newton, Past and Present, ! 
1907. 1 
A compilation of historical data about newton qy many residents. 
Well illustrated and organized. 
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Boston Dnivers i~Y 
Schoo l of Educat~on 
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Prescott, J. R., Some Newto;nville Homes, Prescott, 1913. 
A collection of photographs of homes of Newtonville, both new and 
older types. 
Prescott, J. R., Suburban Livin_g at Its Best, Newtqn, Massachusetts, 
Prescott. 
A condensed history of Newton; presents the highlights. Accurate, 
factual, end easy reading. 
Rowe, H. K., Tercentenary Histo:a: of Newton, 1630-l.'UQ., 1930. 
A history of Newton covering three hundred years. Historically 
accurate, easy and interesting reading. 
Smith, S. F., Histo:r:y: of Newton, (1630-1800), American Logotype Co., 
Boston, 1880. 
History of Newton, Massachusetts, from a tmm to a city, from its 
earliest settle.rnents to 1800. Good factual material. 
Strong, I. L., Waban, Early Days, 1681-191~, Modern Press, Newton Centre, 
Massachusetts, 1944. 
The memoirs of a first family of Waban. Good illustrations. 
Easily read. 
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Sweetser, M. F., Handbook of Newton, 0. Moses King Corporation, Boston 1889. 
I A history of Newton, Massachusetts, written in a ponderous style. 
Contains a wealth of information. 
Tourtellet, A. B., The Charles, Farrar and Rinehart, 1941. 
The romantic story of a great river from 1539 to the present. 
Contains a great deal of information. 
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PERIODICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Annual Report of Build~ Department, , 1939. 
Annual Jteport of~ Engineer and Plarming Board, 1945. 
Annua l Reoor~ of the Department of Public ~Telfare of th_g City of Ne>-rton, 
1952. . 
Annual Report of The Newton Fire Depa rtmen.], 193g. 
Annual Repor~ Newton Public Schools, 1952-1953, Vol. 113. 
Bulletin of the Newto~ Chamber Qf Commerce, March 10, 1954, Newton Free 
Library. 
In<lugural A.ddress of Honorable Howard \.,fhi tmore, Jr., Mayor of Newton, 
J anuary 1, 1954, Newton, Mass. 
Kingsley, Howard N., Newton Past and Pre~, Newton Public Schools, 
Ne1-rton Mass., 1953. 
League of Women Voters, Ne1-rton_, .11 Guide..:!& Its Government, 1953. 
N e;.rton Chamber of Commerce and the N ei.rton Public Schools, .A Collli1luni t y 
Partnership , 1953 
Newton Community Council, Director of N evto.n Agencie~ , Clubs, and 
Organizatjgns, 1952, pp. 39-40. 
Newton Free Library, lg?0-1951. 
Recreation Depa :·"'::aent, City of Newton, Annua l _ Reoort on RecT>eation, 1951. 
"Young Hen's Christian Association of Ne1"ton Observes the 75th Anniver-
s ary of Its Founding." lg77-1952, The Newton Villager a nd Trans-
cript, October 16, 1952, p. 6. 
Your City Opens Its Books , Newton, Massa chusetts, 1951. 
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